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ABSTRACT

Digital photogrammetry has established itself as an effective tool for
documenting cultural heritage in the twenty-first century. With portable
equipment and a relatively short amount of time, an incredible amount of
surface data can be captured for an object and stored as point clouds. This
richness of data raises questions of whether it should be used for analytical
purposes in addition to documentation.
This thesis researches using close-range, digital photogrammetry to
describe physical change over time. The image sets were captured, point
clouds created in Agisoft, and analyzed using CloudCompare to identify any
dislocations.

Three-dimensional changes that are not easily measured or observed
were chosen as the focus of this research and they were broken into three
typologies: cracking, erosion, and warping. Each was recreated using a proxy
experiment and gave different degrees of analytical data for The degree to
which these changes can be detected will drive what sort of analytical
conclusions can be drawn.

This comparative photogrammetry can identify areas of change that
may be easily ignored by the humane eye due to their slow, gradual rate of
change. When these two points in time are compared directly in the form of
two high resolution point clouds, minute changes become discreet and take
shape. Once the shape becomes a pattern, material condition could begin to be
speculated.
With two well executed data sets, it is possible to detect and visualize
the changes between two experimental models. The challenge lies in
understanding how CloudCompare understands these changes and then
translating that language into analytical decisions about the condition of the
material. The speed, ease, and relatively low cost of photogrammetry makes it
very effective at homing in on areas of concern.
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CHAPTER 1
1. INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAMMETRY
1.1. What is photogrammetry?

Photogrammetry is the science of making accurate measurements from photographs. It

is based on the geometry of central projection and was created to have precise, scientific
applications.1 The mathematics of perspective drawing in which it is based predates

photography itself and was the basis for early artistic recording and perspective

referencing.

Figure 1-1 Camera obscura example seen in Prague Castle (Source: Public Domain)

Perry E. Borchers, Photogrammetric Recording of Cultural Resources / (Washington :, 1977),
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015006767688.

1

Long before the equations of a more scientific photogrammetric field were

7

integrated, there was an interest in understanding and capturing realistic perspectives in

art. The camera obscura (Figure 1-1), also known as the pinhole camera, was one reliable
method for creating perspectives prior to and into the beginning of photography. It is a
natural phenomenon observed first in ancient Greek times. By the Renaissance,

understanding of the concept had progressed such that intentional camera obscura

experiments were created. The camera obscura was used as a reference by Renaissance
and Baroque artists to help create realistic perspectives in their paintings. The way a

camera obscura is built is by allowing light to pass through a very small opening to reflect
onto a surface behind the opening; the image created on that surface is an upside-down

version of the scene through the pinhole. An understanding of the camera obscura was the

beginnings of photography; the challenge lay in capturing these reflections in a permanent

way. Exposing silver chloride paper to these light projections was the way in which the first
photograph was captured, in a process that became known as daguerrotypy.

At its simplest, photogrammetry takes measurements from a single photograph. By

taking a straight-on photograph of an elevation without distortion—or having a technician

correct the distortion on a photograph—basic measurements of the elevation and detail
can be taken. This has been used as the base for drawing architectural drawings for a
century. Beyond the singular photograph application, there is also the technique of

combining two or more overlapping photographs into corrected images from which
measurements can be taken.

Before its present digital form, it was predominantly used and developed as a tool for

cartography. It is still used for processing aerial photographs, but photogrammetry has
7

since caught the attention of many other disciplines, building documentation included.

8

While it may have originated as an expensive, unconventional technique for architectural
recording, it has evolved into a robust geospatial research tool with a lot of potential
applications to conservation.

1.2. Early Photogrammetry in Cartography

The first attempts to accurately measure with photographs followed the invention of

photography closely, as early as the in the mid-nineteenth century. Gottfried Konecny

categorized the development of photogrammetry for cartography along a timeline of four,
distinct periods: plane table, analog, analytical, and digital.2 His timeline for

photogrammetry ends in the mid twentieth century, but this thesis will continue the work
discussion of its development into today. The first period, plane table photogrammetry,
was from the advent of photography and until World War I. Needs of the war brought

about the second period of development, the analog period. The analog period was driven
by national, militaristic needs for rapid mapmaking. The third period is referred to as the

analytical period due to the application of mathematics to photogrammetry that propelled
the technique to a standard professional practice. In the final, digital period Konecny

discusses early attempts to automate the process of stitching together pairs of images in
order to expand its use.

Konecny, Gottfried. “The International Society for Photogrammetry - 75 Years Old, or 75 Years Young”,
Keynote Address, Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing, 51 (7). 919-933.

2

8

The first period, plane table photogrammetry, is named after a simple surveying

9

instrument of the same name (shown in Figure 1-2). This first period was experimental and
individualized. The process involved just a few datum lines established between images
whilst artistic interpretation, enhanced by classical principles of drawing perspectives,
filled in the scene making it less precise than later photogrammetric techniques.

Richardson described nineteenth century photogrammetry as “a primitive method which
involved painstaking measurements on terrestrial photographs, followed by repetitive
calculations or graphical projections” and said it was not comparable to the analytical
stereophotogrammetry that was contemporary to his practice in the 1980’s.3

Figure 1-2 Example of a plane table cutaway to reveal the leveling tripod base(Source: Public Domain)

Steven L. Richardson. “Pioneers and Problems of Early American Photogrammetry.” Photogrammetric
Engineering and Remote Sensing 50, no. 4 (April 1984): 433–50.

3

9

10
Few inventions made during this period before the turn of the century greatly

affected the cartography and topographic mapping fields. In the late nineteenth century,
accurate topographic map coverage of even advanced nations was not complete, but

cartographers were still hesitant to use a new tool to complete. Even when it promised
speed.4

In an 1892 conference of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, image-based plane table systems were
discussed: "The camera, in connection with the plane table, may be occasionally usefully employed
in the representation of the profiles of mountains and hills in bold relief. It cannot be said that its
sphere of usefulness is in any case so great as to make it a formidable rival to the plane table.”5

Nineteenth century practitioners were clearly skeptical of photography’s ability to

establish a new practice of measurement. The development of early photogrammetry was
driven by zealots who were willing to experiment with the tool in addition to the

established methods of creating topographic maps. Many early experiments were
conducted on terrain that was very difficult to map otherwise.

Early advancements in lens technology aided the ability to use photogrammetry

accurately. In order to take measurements from singular or pairs of photographs,

photographs with little to no distortion are required. Image distortion generally originates

Peter Collier, “The Impact on Topographic Mapping of Developments in Land and Air Survey: 19001939,” Cartography and Geographic Information Science 29, no. 3 (January 1, 2002): 155–74,
doi:10.1559/152304002782008440.

4

Steven L. Richardson. “Pioneers and Problems of Early American Photogrammetry.” Photogrammetric
Engineering and Remote Sensing 50, no. 4 (April 1984): 433–50.

5
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from the lens. The innovation in the technology of producing high quality glass for

11

photography progressed the field most significantly.6

The first practical photograph was taken in France as an eight-hour exposure from a

camera obscura by Louis Daguerre in 1837 with a technique that became known as the
daguerreotype.7 Contemporary to Daguerre, but researching independently, Henry Fox

Talbot in England also invented a photographic process. Daguerre’s process exposed an
image using photosensitive silver plated onto a copper plate whereas Talbot’s process

created a negative image on paper from which multiple positive images could be printed.
Daguerre’s process was much more popular initially with photographers and early

advocates of photogrammetry, but Talbot’s process of printing images from negatives

would ultimately stand the test of time. By 1840, in the French Arts and Science Academy,

Dominique François Jean Arago was already advocating that this tool be utilized for taking
spatial measurements and aiding surveying efforts. Early photographers worked

terrestrially, setting their cameras onto the work surface of the plane tables they were

accustomed to working with. This ensured the images they were taking were absolutely

level. Aimé Laussedat completed the first successful topographic mapping using terrestrial

photographs in 1849, nearly ten years after Arago’s speech suggesting that it would be
possible.

“History of Photogrammetry.” Center for Photogrammetric Training.
https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/3235835/History-of-Photogrammetry.pdf

6
7

Jenny Bagert, “Dawn’s Early Light: The First 50 Years of American Photography.”
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It quickly became clear to experimenters that aerial photographs would yield more

useful information for cartography than terrestrial photographs. Several researchers

experimented with kites and balloons for early aerial photography. Nadar, the pseudonym
of photographer Gaspard-Félix Tournachon, took the first aerial photograph from 80
meters above ground via a balloon (Figure 1-3). Even before World War I, military

applications of aerial photogrammetry were an obvious application, as Nadar was later
hired by Napoleon III to obtain reconnaissance photography from his balloon.

Figure 1-3 Nadar with camera in his hot air balloon (Source: History of Photogrammetry)

By the early 1880s, photogrammetry as a surveying tool was beginning to

standardize and appear in professional practice. Dr. Albrecht Meydenbauer in Germany
was a co-founder of the Royal Prussian Photogrammetric Institute, first professional

12

photogrammetry and spatial research group of its kind.8 He and his associates are

13

identified as the first to coin the term “photogrammetry,” a word meaning light
measurements. This research team specialized in architectural applications of

photogrammetry, but their contributions to mapping were also impactful. Meydenbauer is

credited with designing the first wide-angle lens terrestrial camera used for mapping. With
this equipment, his group was able to capture an astronomical number of images with the
inventive purpose the documentation of the urban environment.

Photogrammetry’s possibilities as a tool for cartography improved with aerial

transportation improvements. Dirigibles had a stability and control that hot air balloons

lacked. The next great technology advancement was the airplane; The Wright brother’s first
flight was in 1903. Ten years later, Captain Cesare Tardivo was using aerial photography

from a plane to map Bengasi, Italy. Experimentation in photogrammetric mapmaking grew
quickly in the twentieth century when the tool was finally widely recognized as useful and
gained government funding for military applications.

The gained credibility lead to the creation of specific tools and instruments for

plotting and measuring with photogrammetry. The use of stereo pairs of images, which
capture more information than a single image, became widespread. Most analog

instruments were based on the concept of stereometric vision: this was capturing two

images of the same subject with two cameras, both at known angles and known distance

8 History

of Photogrammetry.” Center for Photogrammetric Training.
https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/3235835/History-of-Photogrammetry.pdf

13

apart. This produced two photographs with an overlap, which researchers discovered

14

could be oriented and stitched together to make larger panoramas. From these oriented

photographs, a drawing or model with details and contours, was drawn. With significant

stereo pairs, a three-dimensional model of topography or details could be created. Just as
our sight with two eyes allows us to see depth, the use of two cameras allows a

photogrammetrist to triangulate depth and spatial position. The collages resulting from

stereo pairs were more tangibly useful, and this was one reason photogrammetry moved

from the plane table phase to the analog phase according to Konecny’s evolution
framework.9

Companies and investors dominated the development of photogrammetry in the

first half of the twentieth century by creating their own proprietary equipment. Where the
first period was driven by improvements in photography, the analog period was driven by

improvement in stereoplotters. Special cameras and special instruments, both made by the
same company, were required for a photogrammetrist to create drawings. Leica, then
known as Kern and Wild, and Zeiss were among some of the early pioneers of the

technology. Russel Kerr Bean was one man whose contributions to instrumentation were
quite significant, gaining patents to several plotting devices over the course of his

professional career. One famous plotter, the ER-55 (pictured in Figure 1-4) was patented

9 Analog

is defined as relating to or using signals or information represented by a continuously variable
physical quantity such as spatial position. Analog also can mean comparable to another. Both these
definitions follow through with the theme of photogrammetry’s increased legitimacy in the early 20th
century.

14
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under the title “Ellipsodial Reflector Projector for Stero-Photogrammetric Map Plotting”.10

It was manufactured in combination with Bausch and Lomb Optical Co. in 1956. This

particular stereoplotter was known for its flexibility in orientation requirements of the
input images, but the title of the patent alone shows a growing professional group of

individuals who specialize in using photogrammetry to create maps and would be looking
for a reliable instrument to do so with.

Figure 1-4 ER-55 Steroplotter developed by Bean (Source: History of Photogrammetry)

History of Photogrammetry.” Center for Photogrammetric Training.
https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/3235835/History-of-Photogrammetry.pdf

10
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An establishment of standards and rigorous mathematics were a requirement for

16

photogrammetry to move past its existence as an unusual technique. Even as the analog
phase professionalized the field, it was still primarily used for complicated projects that
challenged standard surveying approaches. The mathematics were what gave the tool

robust analytical properties. Finsterwalder laid the trail for analytical photogrammetry far
before the practice was established.

“In 1899, the German Sebastian Finsterwalder described the principles of modern double-image
photogrammetry and the methodology of relative and absolute orientation. In addition, he
introduced the necessity of redundant rays to recreate the proper geometry and used least squares
theory to describe the relationship of the vectors between corresponding rays.”11

It was not until 1924 that Otto von Gruber derived the projective equations and

their differentials, which were fundamental to this shift toward a systematic

photogrammetry. His derivation of the projection equations in 1924 made the process of

orientation quicker and easier. Despite reaching its analytical phase, photogrammetry still
required both the specialized skill of a photogrammetrist and access to the expensive
instrumentation to be created.

A combination of several innovations, beginning in the 1960’s and 70’s, lead to the

digital renaissance of photogrammetry. One of these was the derivation of least squares

equations, adding further analytical precision to the alignment of features in two or more

images. But the it was the advances in the tools used for photogrammetry, rather than the

mathematics, that enabled its digitization. The invention of the computer and the eventual
invention of the personal computer was an important stepping stone toward the

History of Photogrammetry.” Center for Photogrammetric Training.
https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/3235835/History-of-Photogrammetry.pdf

11
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automated process used today. Photography advanced in the latter half of the twentieth

17

century as well, with the invention of digital cameras that converted the light captured by
the sensor into digital outputs.

Gilbert Louis Hobrough was an early pioneer of digital photogrammetry. His

research was expressly interested in creating an stereoscope that correlated images in
stereo pairs automatically. His initial attempt through the Photographic Survey

Corporation Ltd. was when he demonstrated the concept of image correlation on a Kelsh

plotter. Beginning in 1967, he developed the Gestalt Photo Mapper (GPM), an early attempt
at making an automated system for correlating features stereo pairs in order to combine

them.

For the experimental work presented in this thesis, only close-range digital

photogrammetry was utilized. This method will be discussed later in detail.
1.3. Early Photogrammetry in Architectural Documentation

While military, governmental, and institutional desires rapidly progressed the

development of photogrammetry, there has always been an interest in using this tool for
architectural documentation. In fact, almost more surprising than photogrammetry’s

lengthy history, is the predominant use of photogrammetry for architectural applications in

17

the nineteenth century.12 This was due to the terrestrial nature of early photography; it

18

simply was easier to document facades on the ground than create maps initially.

Meydenbauer may be the most famous early architectural photogrammetrist, but

Laussedat was experimenting in architectural applications of photogrammetry as well. In
1849, he and his researchers were using photogrammetry on the facade of Hotel des

Invalides in Paris.13 He also constructed his own equipment and his body of work included

a set of photographs from taken rooftops used to mapping the city of Paris. He also took
images of facades with the goal of reconstruct classical architecture.

Meydenbauer and his associates at the Royal Prussian Photogrammetric Institute

were known for architectural surveys using photogrammetry.14 His team produced their

own equipment as well, using large-format 30cm x 30cm glass-plate emulsions to capture
wide scenes. Between 1885 and 1909, Meydenbrauer is credited with approximately
11,000 survey photographs of over 1200 Prussian monuments and several hundred

historic sites outside of Germany. His photographic archive still exists in Germany in the

county of Brandenburg’s Office for the Preservation of Monuments of Culture.15 He argued
that this technology make documentation of architectural facades safer; rather than the
traditional method of measuring facades manually, often by scaling them, a photograph

12

Thomas Luhmann, et al. Close-Range Photogrammetry and 3D Imaging. Walter de Gruyter, 2014.

13 Thomas

Luhmann, et al. Close-Range Photogrammetry and 3D Imaging. Walter de Gruyter, 2014.

History of Photogrammetry” Center for Photogrammetric Training
https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/3235835/History-of-Photogrammetry.pdf

14

15

John Hannavy, Encyclopedia of Nineteenth-Century Photography (Routledge, 2013).

18

19

allows the practitioner to stand at a safe distance and capture similar measurements.16 His

work was quite successful and he had ample evidence of the effectiveness of using
photogrammetry for both architectural surveying and topographical work, but
Meydenbauer did not find a wide acceptance of his work.17

Figure 1-5 left, an image from Meydenbauer’s earliest experiment at the Cathedral of Wetzlar, 1858
(Source: Jorg Albertz)
Albertz)

Figure 1-6 right, Meydenbauer’s custom camera for architectural photogrammetry (Source: Jorge

16 Thomas

Luhman et al., Close Range Photogrammetry (Scotland, UK: Whittles Publishing, 2011).

17 Jorg Albertz. “Albrecht Meydenbauder — Pioneer of Photogrammetric Documentation of the Cultural
Heritage.” Technical University of Berlin, Photogrammetry and Cartography, n.d.
http://www.hasler.net/Meydenb.pdf.

19
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In 1970, Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS18) listed photogrammetry as an

effective method for obtaining the measurements of a structure. It is described as efficient
and precise, but costly, and reiterates that it was best used in special situations where

conditions made other forms of documentation impossible.19 This could be inaccessibility

of the site for manual measurements. This could also be high, complicated, deep detailed

forms that are impractical for hand measuring. By the latter half of the twentieth century,

Architectural photogrammetry had professionalized as well. The International Committee
for Architectural Photogrammetry (CIPA) was formed in 1968 as a joint effort between
ISPRS and ICOMOS.

In the United States, architectural photogrammetry had been used sparingly. The

process is indeed costly. It requires a technician who is not only trained as a

photogrammetrist but also an architect to create architectural line drawings from the

stereo pairs. The cost of architectural photogrammetry listed below shows that, by the midtwentieth century, it was the most expensive method to produce drawings.

“The size of a set of drawings (number of sheets) is a basic decision. An average house can be done in
five to eight sheets and a medium-sized church or public building in seven to twelve sheets. After a
preliminary survey one must depend on experience and judgment to estimate how much can be
accomplished with the available resources, and decide whether to draw a few buildings
comprehensively or more buildings in less detail. The cost of making each sheet varies, but the 1968
figures given below will help in estimating:
$100 to $300 per sheet, occasionally higher, for HABS
drawings made by student architects.
$200 to $500 per sheet by private architectural firms.
$300 to $600 per sheet by architectural photogrammetry.”20

18

All acronyms used in this thesis are listed in Appendix A for easy reference.
J. McKee, Recording Historic Buildings.

19 Harley

20

Harley J. McKee, Recording Historic Buildings

20

The cost also varied by the complexity of the building being drawn from

21

photogrammetry. Increased complexity means that its accurate capture requires more
stereo pairs, which requires more time on site for the photographer and more post-

processing time by the technician. The extra time that it took for the technician to align the
photos on a stereoplotter by hand, before even beginning to produce measured drawings

from these photographs, explains the exorbitant cost of using this tool.21

There was government interest in architectural applications of photogrammetry as

well as the national interest in using it for cartography. The National Park Service, through
HABS, chose a few historic sites for exterior photogrammetric recording. One of these
selected monuments was Saint Paul’s Chapel in New York, documented in 1960. The

complexity of the steeple on this building in combination with its historic importance made
it a prime candidate for the early, intensive photogrammetric process. Originally the intent
was just to create glass-plate stereo pairs of the church, but as the project progressed, the
photographs were used as references for drawn elevations as well, as shown in Figure
1-7.22

21 Perry E. Borchers, Photogrammetric Recording of Cultural Resources. Washington , 1977.,
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015006767688.
22 Perry

E. Borchers, “Saint Paul’s Chapel Recorded,” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 19,
no. 1 (1960): 32–34, doi:10.2307/987965.

21

22

Figure 1-7 Elevations of St. Paul’s Chapel created with photogrammetric references (Source: HABS)

Even early examples of photogrammetry demonstrated an interest in using the

method for purposes of conservation. These theoretical ideas for using photogrammetry
for scientific purposes were rare, given how infrequently using photogrammetry was

deemed practical. While not clearly demonstrated by a documented example, there was an
early acknowledgment that with even with just a few pairs of photographs from different
times, changes could be observed and measured.

22

“Other major applications of photogrammetry to architecture are concerned with structural
problems and exploit the advantage of recording thousands of points upon a structure
simultaneously. Measuring the changes occurring from one moment of photography to another can
determine the rate of erosion associated with ‘stone disease’. With special care, even the small
movements caused by thermal change can be recorded, discovered, and measured in complex
architectural structures.”23

23

These changes observed between sets of stereo pairs were likely to be quite

macroscopic regardless of the mention of “stone disease”. Henry Chambers also noted the

concept of photogrammetry detecting changes in condition when he added, “the method is
accurate and can readily detect and measure the misalignment in old structures,” to his

description of the technique.24 A progression of something going from whole to cracked can

be easily observed with the naked eye, easily captured in photographs, and easily noticed
when comparing a past photograph to a present. This these wants to push this sort of

analysis away from the macroscopic scale of change detection and into a more nuanced,
and potentially useful, microscopic scale.
1.4. Digital Photogrammetry

The transition from manual photogrammetry to digital photogrammetry happened in

two ways. First was the automation of feature detection between two images. Second was

the invention and commercialization of digital photography that would allow image sets to
be captured digitally as opposed to their costly film counterparts.

Perry E. Borchers, Photogrammetric Recording of Cultural Resources. Washington , 1977.,
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015006767688.

23

24 Henry J. Chambers, Rectified Photography and Photo Drawings for Historic Preservation :draft /
(Washington :, 1973).

23
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The breakthrough research in automated feature matching was the scale-invariant

feature transform (SIFT) algorithm presented by David Lowe in 1999. Lowe built upon

research and work of computer engineers before him, crediting the idea of using image

matching by a set of local points of interest (equivalent to the tie points utilized today in
Agisoft Photoscan) to research by Moravec’s corner detection algorithm.25

What made Lowe’s work different than previous efforts to match features between

image lies in the “scale-invariant” portion of his algorithm’s name. Previous approaches
were sensitive to image rotation, changes in camera angle, changes in camera to object

distance, camera distortion, and even changes in illumination between images.26 The SIFT
algorithm improved on this through its invariance to changes between images, even

recognizing features in images where a portion of the object has been partially obscured or
surrounded by clutter.27 The reason the SIFT algorithm can be so forgiving of change

between images is that it chooses only to identify very distinctive key points such that each
keypoint can be reliably matched to itself from an extensive database of other keypoints.28

Lowe, David G. “Distinctive Image Features from Scale-Invariant Keypoints.” Int. J. Comput. Vision 60,
no. 2 (November 2004): 3.

25

Lowe, David G. “Object Recognition from Local Scale-Invariant Features.” In Proceedings of the
International Conference on Computer Vision-Volume 2 - Volume 2, 1150–. ICCV ’99. Washington, DC,
USA: IEEE Computer Society, 1999. 1.

26

Lowe, David G. “Object Recognition from Local Scale-Invariant Features.” In Proceedings of the
International Conference on Computer Vision-Volume 2 - Volume 2, 1150–. ICCV ’99. Washington, DC,
USA: IEEE Computer Society, 1999. 7.

27

Lowe, David G. “Distinctive Image Features from Scale-Invariant Keypoints.” Int. J. Comput. Vision 60,
no. 2 (November 2004): 25.

28

24

25

The algorithm not only identifies key points between images but it also triangulates

the location of the cameras to position the points in three dimensions automatically. This
automated computation of camera position removed the skill of the professional

photogrammetrist as a factor affecting the quality of model outputs. The SIFT algorithm
identifies points and reconstructs camera orientation in four distinct steps:

“1. Scale-space extrema detection: The first stage of computation searches over all scales and image
locations. It is implemented efficiently by using a difference-of-Gaussian function to identify potential
interest points that are invariant to scale and orientation.

2. Keypoint localization: At each candidate location, a detailed model is fit to determine location and
scale. Keypoints are selected based on measures of their stability.
3. Orientation assignment: One or more orientations are assigned to each keypoint location based on
local image gradient directions. All future operations are performed on image data that has been
transformed relative to the assigned orientation, scale, and location for each feature, thereby
providing invariance to these transformations.

4. Keypoint descriptor: The local image gradients are measured at the selected scale in the region
around each keypoint. These are transformed into a representation that allows for significant levels
of local shape distortion and change in illumination.”29

Since its inception, the SIFT algorithm has tightened its ability to analyze images for tie

points and align with an accuracy reaching sub-pixel levels. The SIFT algorithm works best

with a large — that is, large compared to the more modest quantity of photographs

necessitated by the limitations of film — image set because it gains accuracy through

reiterative calculations. Lowe states that, “...the success of object recognition often depends
more on the quantity of correctly matched keypoints, as opposed to their percentage

correct matching, for many applications it will be optimal to use a larger number of scale

Lowe, David G. “Distinctive Image Features from Scale-Invariant Keypoints.” Int. J. Comput. Vision 60,
no. 2 (November 2004): 2.

29

25

samples.”30 A denser data set is more accurate by virtue of very little space being

26

approximated between points.

The SIFT algorithm exists in today’s photogrammetric software packages as part of a

Structure from Motion (SfM) method. The SfM method improves upon the SIFT algorithm

by interpreting the camera’s calibration from its metadata information and adding that to

the alignment procedure. It is for this reason that programs such as Agisoft do not require

camera calibration information to be input by the user, as was standard in early automatic
alignment processes. SfM differs from previous photogrammetry software by only using

the images as a source of input data; no camera calibration data to be added and no need to
buy pre-calculated cameras directly from the producer of the photogrammetric alignment
equipment.31 It combines the information of camera position and the known

manufacturer’s information of how light passes through a particular camera’s optical
system.32 It takes advantage of the wealth of data on a commercial-grade camera’s
parameters written into the image file by the camera itself.

Before digital photography, image sets were captured on film. Bulky image scanners

and stereoplotters were replaced with two computer monitors on which the

photogrammetrist picked identifying points to stitch the images. Today, the points are

30 Lowe,

David G. “Distinctive Image Features from Scale-Invariant Keypoints.” Int. J. Comput. Vision 60,
no. 2 (November 2004): 3.

31 “Cultural

Heritage Imaging | Photogrammetry.” Accessed March 6, 2017.
http://culturalheritageimaging.org/Technologies/Photogrammetry/.

“Cultural Heritage Imaging | Photogrammetry.” Accessed March 6, 2017.
http://culturalheritageimaging.org/Technologies/Photogrammetry/.
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identified automatically by the computer, further reducing the burden of the technology

27

required to complete a model.

While many of the mathematics behind the calculations are well-established, it is the

technological advances of the twenty-first century that have truly increased the efficacy of
photogrammetry as a powerful, portable documentation tool. Sub-pixel image matching
and computer vision allow images to be correlated with numbers of features previously
impossible when working manually.33

1.5. Architectural Photogrammetry for Conservation

Photogrammetry arrived in the field of historic preservation as a tool for

documentation. Its image-based processing has allowed for the accurate transcription of
complex geometries to architectural drawings.

While using photogrammetry as a tool for documenting cultural heritage is a crucial

use, the possibilities of using the method for more than simply documentation must be

explored. Photogrammetry is in the middle of an evolution. Through technological growth
in all fields that contribute to its creation, it is becoming faster, more accurate, more

affordable, and more portable. Each company producing software for this purpose is racing
against itself and its competitors to create the fastest and most accurate package. This

33 Weili

Jiao, Yaling Fang, Guojin He. “An Integrated Feature Based Method For Sub-Pixel Image
Matching”, The International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information
Sciences. Vol. XXXVII. Part B1. Beijing 2008.
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moment of competition is a ripe moment for conservators to easily experiment with the
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technique or even add it a method in a real project.

Photogrammetry happens in two steps. First, the data in the form of photographs is

captured on site. Secondly, the photographs are processed into three-dimensional

information. Both in early photogrammetry and today’s digital photogrammetry, all data
collection happens in the first stage of the project as photography on site. This gives the

documentation a brief and distinct window of time that it is associated with — it exists as a

point on the timeline of the lifespan of the material studied. Because capturing an image set
for photogrammetry is quick, it can be used to document heritage threatened with

demolition or imminent collapse or heritage that happens to be extraordinarily remote.34
Today, the preservation field is expanding, participating in the discourse of other

fields, and growing past its traditional roots of strict physical restorations. Historic sites are
focusing their efforts on monitoring condition and keeping yearly maintenance plans. The

ease and affordability of modern photogrammetry means that this tool can be used by as a
low cost, low skill, preemptive conservation effort on heritage.

Using photogrammetry as a monitoring tool is an idea that originates in manual

photogrammetry. It is an idea that is exceptionally more practical now. The precision

achieved by digital photogrammetry calls for a reevaluation of the role of photogrammetry

in conservation. It calls into question whether it has reached a level of viability for robustly

34 Perry E. Borchers, Photogrammetric Recording of Cultural Resources. Washington, 1977.
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015006767688.
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tracking three-dimensional changes over time. This thesis focuses on the potential of closerange digital photogrammetry to detect condition changes in cultural heritage sites,
monuments, and objects.
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CHAPTER 2
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2. METHODOLOGIES, TOOLS, AND WORKFLOWS
2.1. Image Set Capture Practices

Digital photogrammetry is a new technology and hesitation comes with the territory

when evaluating whether new technologies are useful. But, photogrammetry is reliable
because it is grounded in the analytical mathematics built over a century of manual

photogrammetry. The move from a manual to a digital form of photogrammetry brought

with it a shift in the professional skills required to create models with this tool. What used
to be a costly process, a cost born of the highly skilled and specially trained professionals

required to stitch and plot pairs of images, has become more accessible to a wider audience
of professionals.

Photogrammetry has become accessible for more reasons than simply lower skill

requirements for the user. The development and commercialization of digital photographic
equipment has brought several benefits to this field. A trend toward thinner, lighter

cameras and cell phones has led to the creation of compact, but highly precise, digital image
sensors.35 Sensors are the primary part of a camera that affects image quality, pixel

quantity, and the real-world size of pixels in the field of view. This inevitable movement

toward cheaper, lighter, higher quality photography equipment is described by Moore’s

35 Mary J. Hewitt, et al. "Infrared readout electronics: a historical perspective", Proc. SPIE 2226, Infrared
Readout Electronics II, 108 (June 23, 1994).
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Law.36 This thesis will take a descriptive approach toward equipment performance rather

than a prescriptive approach of suggesting specific models. Any sensors, cameras, or lenses
that could be prescribed for photogrammetry would quickly become outdated therefore
research into what camera to purchase should be done independently at the onset of a
project.

The set of overlapping, digital images is the primary input requirement for

photogrammetry. In the context of this thesis, “good” photographs will be considered a
series of properly exposed, sharp images with the subject filling the frame of the

image. “Good” photography begins with three considerations: field of view, exposure, and
focusing. Producing well-exposed photographs will be discussed at length later in this
section.

Properly focusing a camera is essential to creating the crisp photographs required my

photogrammetry. How a camera is focused depends on the equipment chosen for the

project. Cameras can be focused manually or automatically. Both systems can be utilized

for photogrammetry as long as the photographer remains conscientious of any reasons for
a change in focus such as changes in the camera to object distance or any potentially

distracting background object that can alter an autofocus system. The photographer should

Gordon Moore. “Progress in Digital Integrated Electronics” IEEE, IEDM Tech Digest (1975) pp.11-13.
http://www.eng.auburn.edu/~agrawvd/COURSE/E7770_Spr07/READ/Gordon_Moore_1975_Speech.pdf
36

Moore’s law, named after Gordon Moore who first articulated the phenomena, is the observation of that
the amount of components in integrated circuits have doubled every year since their invention. This law
postulates that circuit growth is exponential. Denser electronics with stronger computing capabilities
will allow sensors to continue their growth in image quality.
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ensure each image is clear before changing camera locations. In this thesis, one lens that
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focused automatically was used to capture the overall shots that created the general shape
of the model. The macro lens, used for further defining the surface texture, was manually

focused for each image due to ensure the desired area was in focus due to the very shallow
depth of field characterized by these lenses.

Field of view, not to be confused with depth of field discussed later in this section,

defines how much of the scene the camera captures with each image. It is affected by three
main factors: camera to object distance, the focal length of the lens, and the size of the

image sensor within the camera.37 Field of view is important within photogrammetry when

because it affects not only the ability to fill the frame with the subject but also achieving the
resolution of detail desired in the final model. It is field of view that determines the
smallest detail that shows clearly in an image and thus can be modeled.
Equipment

The choice of equipment begins with two initial decisions: first, a camera body

containing a suitable sensor, and, second, a corresponding lens, or set of lenses, which will
allow the object to be captured optimally.

There are two predominant categories of lenses: zoom lenses and prime lenses. A

zoom lens is capable of many focal lengths, whereas a prime lens only has one. Zoom lenses
may have variable minimum apertures over its variable focal lengths over its focal

“What Is Photogrammetry? - Geodetic Systems, Inc,” accessed March 14, 2017,
http://www.geodetic.com/v-stars/what-is-photogrammetry.aspx
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lengths.38 The advantage of a zoom lens is the ability to cover many focal lengths, and
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therefore perform in variable shooting situations, while keeping the equipment kit light

and travel-friendly. The advantage of a prime lens is that its singular focal length is very

precisely calibrated, and if shot at a medium aperture, is expected to give high quality
results.

Beyond these two categories of function, there are many subsets of lens types, the

explanation of which goes beyond this brief introduction to photography. One lens type to
focus on for the purposes of the consideration of photogrammetry as a tool surface

monitoring is the macro lens. A macro lens is defined as being able to reproduce detail at a

1:1 ratio onto the recording medium (in the case of digital photography, this is the sensor).

What does this mean? For example, an image taken with a full-frame sensor (35 x 24mm in
dimension) of a postage stamp (35 x 35mm square) at the focal distance of the lens would
fill the frame with the stamp, and all detail of the stamp would be in a 1:1 ratio with real

scale. An overlapping set of images with 1:1 surface detail, combined with a set taken of the
overall shape of the object, can produce a model with a highly-detailed surface. The

drawback of using a macro lens is the very shallow depth of field associated with these

lenses, which makes producing crisp images of very three-dimensional surfaces difficult to

impossible. In some cases, the depth of field with a macro lens can be less than a millimeter.
For these experiments, the typical macro settings were a 90mm focal length, aperture of

F11, and a camera to object distance of two feet which resulted in a depth of field of .72 in

38 Efstratios Stylianidis and Fabio Remondino, eds., 3D Recording, Documentation and Management of
Cultural Heritage (Whittles Publishing, 2016). 172.
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(18 mm). Thus, dislocations greater than 18mm would not be accurately depicted from the
macro photography utilized.

The way automated programs reconstruct images digitally, as will be explained in more

detail in section 2.2, is to project a ray from the center of a picture to its control point on
the object in the virtual model. It triangulates the location of this control point by

projecting to that point from several image-centers. Lenses that produce a lot of distortion

are considered unsuitable for photogrammetry. Distortion presents itself as straight lines,

vertical or horizontal, that appear curved within the photograph. There are predominantly
three types of distortion; barrel, pincushion, and mustache (which is a combination of the
previous two).39 Barrel lens distortion is marked by converging verticals and the

appearance that the image has been mapped onto a sphere; fisheye lenses are a classic
example of this form of distortion, but many wide angle and ultra-wide angle lenses

demonstrate this type of distortion. Depending on the extent to which the images are

distorted, it may not be possible to reconstruct a correct geometry from them. Pincushion
distortion is the opposite of barrel distortion. It is a characteristic of highly magnified

lenses, such as telephoto lenses, and they result from the focal object being stretched to fill

the frame. Mustache distortion is a combination of both distortions, where there is notable

convergence and barrel distortion in the center of the image but pincushion-like stretching
around the perimeter. As shown in the diagrams below, the distortion becomes more

exaggerated around the perimeter of the photograph regardless of the type of distortion

Paul van Walree. “Distortion.” Photographic Optics. Accessed April 9, 2017.
http://toothwalker.org/optics/distortion.html.
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experienced: this means that data at the sides of the frame, or objects significantly closer,

35

are more susceptible to data loss due to distortion.

Figure 2-1 Barrel, Pincushion, and Mustache distortions, respectively (Source: public domain)

Ultra wide angle lenses (defined as a focal distance of 24mm or less on full frame

sensors) are one lens that is tempting for architectural work because of their large field of

view, but it may produce too much distortion for photogrammetry if not carefully utilized.
These lenses are categorized into two varieties: rectilinear and fisheye. Rectilinear lenses

are suitable for photogrammetry because they are designed to avoid barrel distortion and
render straight as straight in the image. The aesthetics of a fisheye lens is to have quite

pronounced barrel distortion, making them definitively unsuitable for photogrammetry.

In addition to choosing lenses that will distort the scene very little within given capture

restraints, other types of lenses should be avoided because of how they manipulate the
perspective of a scene before it reaches the sensor. Lenses that move the center of the
image away from the center of the sensor will misconstrue the model. Examples of

equipment that experiences this phenomenon are lenses meant to minimize distortion,
such as a tilt-shift lens. These sorts of lenses are popular when producing architectural

photography because they eliminate wide-angle lens distortion, making a more beautiful
35

photograph Tilt-shift lenses can shift planarly, and tilt tangentially in independent
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movements to the body of the camera in order to reframe the image while keeping the
building facade parallel to the sensor and undistorted. Figure 2-2 demonstrates the

distortion eliminating capabilities of a tilt-shift lens. The image on the left is tilting the

camera body upward to capture the top of the building, the image on the right is shifting
the tilt-shift lens upward to capture the top without moving the body from its level

position.

Figure 2-2 Typical wide angle lens distortion (left) versus a tilt-shift lens (right)
(Source: Allan Weitz of B&H Photo Video)

These movements bend the ray between the center of the sensor and the control

point on the real object in ways that are not always recordable, or readable by the software,
in the metadata and thus potentially unaccounted for. Because SfM algorithms rely on
36

camera information embedded in the file, these unaccounted for shifts would produce
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uncertainty in the model.

For the purpose of this thesis, two lenses were used, both able to take full advantage

of the camera sensor. The Sony FE 28-70mm f/3.5-5.6 OSS lens is used to creating crisp,

overall images. The second lens, the Sony FE 90mm f/2.8 Macro G OSS, a macro lens was

utilized after the overall set of images to supplement that set with closer images of greater
surface detail.40
Sensors
While a suitable photogrammetric data set could be captured with a cell phone

camera, many of which have sensors with enough megapixels to be within the 5 MPix

minimum requirement of Agisoft Photoscan, it is easier to create a reliable set of good

images from a higher quality camera.41 The quality of a camera’s image capture ability
stems from the resolution of its image sensor.

Some of the largest sensors on the market today are large format, medium format,

and 35 mm “full frame” sensors. In general, large format cameras are an impractical option
for capturing a photogrammetry data set due to their bulk. They are incompatible with the
movement and flexibility needed to thoroughly capture cultural heritage objects and

Appendix B includes a list of the models and their expected cost of all photographic equipment used in
this thesis as well as the cost of all software utilized.
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Agisoft. “Agisoft PhotoScan User Manual Professional Edition, Version 1.0.0.” Accessed from
http://www.agisoft.com/downloads/user-manuals/
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monuments in real locations. To some extent, medium format cameras are more portable
but still may be unnecessary for photogrammetry. The file sizes created by medium and

large format sensors are also much larger than those created by full-frame sensors because
their primary purpose is to print very large-scale, professional blown-up prints without
much loss of detail. These larger files increase the processing time to what may be an

unnecessary time frame. The information needed can be captured adequately by full-frame
systems, and these systems have the benefit of being able to grow into a very flexible

equipment kit, with more lenses, that can capture a desired level of data in a wide variety of
situations.

Larger sensors have a larger field of view. They capture twice as much area per

image as a cropped frame sensors and sometimes five times as much data as a smartphone
camera. Wider images, with higher pixel density, directly translates into denser, and
potentially more accurate, photogrammetric models.

Figure 2-3 A Comparison of Standard Sensor Sizes (Source: public domain)
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Sensors are expected to continue to inevitably increase in quality and sensitivity.
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The conservation-focused photogrammetrist should choose a camera with the best sensor

within their budget at the time of purchase. At present, complementary metaloxide–

semiconductor (CMOS) sensors are a standard within digital single-lens reflex (DSLR)

cameras. 35mm, or “full-frame”, CMOS sensors are some of the largest commercial-grade
sensors and are named for their equivalency to the standard size 35mm film. For these

experiments, all data sets were captured with a Sony a7 mirrorless compact system camera
(CSC) with a 24.3MP full-frame CMOS sensor.

When considering the kit to assemble for a project, it is important to take a holistic

approach. No matter the quality of the sensor and camera it is attached to, a low-quality
lens will produce images with more aberrations than the same camera with a lens with
better optics. A higher amount of aberrations, or distortions, requires further postprocessing before the photographs are suitable to put into the alignment software.
Exposure

The knowledge of how to produce crisp, properly exposed images is the skill of the

modern photogrammetrist. A data set of plentiful, properly overlapped images is not useful
for research purposes if they are not exposed well enough to produce a high-quality model.
Improperly illuminated can be repaired in post-processing programs such as Adobe

Photoshop or Lightroom, to an extent, but highlights that were burned out (overexposed)
or shadows not captured (underexposed) during capture will never be recovered. It is
important to create properly exposed images during the data capture stage to avoid

extensive post-processing. While viewing the image set during post-processing, all images
39

that are out of focus should be removed from the image set and never brought into
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PhotoScan to avoid confusing the software with unusable data.

The aperture is the size of the opening through which light travels to reflect onto the

sensor and expose the image; it is the equivalent of the pinhole in the camera obscura

phenomenon. A camera aperture is best compared to the iris of an eye; when the scene is
bright, the iris contracts to allow less light into the back of the eye. A smaller aperture (a
larger F-stop) allows less light to reach the sensor for the duration of the exposure.

Aperture is measured in F-stops; a higher numbered F-stop indicates a smaller diameter
aperture.

The important part of exposure that aperture contributes is depth of field. Depth of

field controls the threshold distance of what is in focus in the image and what is out of

focus. For photography, there is an aesthetic quality to how pleasing a blurry background
against a crisp subject can be. This term is called bokeh. The larger the F-stop, the deeper
the depth of field and vice versa. For photogrammetry, it is important that the subject be
entirely crisp and distinguishable from the background either through differentiation in
color or focus.

All lenses have apertures at which they take optimally crisp images. Typically, these

apertures are somewhere in the middle, not at the extremes of wide open or all the way
closed down. Larger F-stops have the benefit of a much deeper depth of field, but the

drawback is the requirement of a slower shutter speed in order to compensate for the lack
of light. Using higher F-stops in photogrammetry successfully requires a tripod to stabilize
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the camera and protect the image from camera shake — which causes blurriness — during
the exposure.

The shutter speed is second of the three components of exposure. It is the amount of

time between when the shutter opens to expose the sensor to light and when it closes
again. The longer the shutter remains open, the more light reaches the sensor and the

brighter the image. Shutter speeds are measurements of time in seconds; values that are a
whole number are that many seconds. A shutter speed of 5 is five seconds. Shutter speed

values that are fractions are fractions of a second; the larger the denominator on a shutter
speed, the faster the exposure time. It is typical for camera displays not to display shutter
speed as a fraction but simply the denominator the fraction, and in this case full second

shutter speeds will be distinguished with a quotation mark to indicate a full second (i.e. 5”).
Shutter speed is the portion of exposure that can add drama to an image. It can

freeze moving objects or capture it as a motion blur. For photogrammetry, stationary

subjects are used so shutter speed must be accommodated when shooting the images by

hand. For longer exposure times, any shake of the camera or tripod will cause blurriness in

the image. If a high F-stop aperture, with a deep depth of field, is required, that necessitates
a longer duration shutter speed to compensate for the decreased light.

ISO is the third component of exposure. The outdated term for this component is

film speed, due to it being a measure of the film’s sensitivity to light. Its digital analog is

adjusting the camera sensor’s sensitivity to light. The higher the ISO, the more sensitive the
sensor is and the brighter the image. The drawback of using an exposure with a high ISO is
that higher ISO images are a lot noisier. The digital noise is an artifact of the capture
41

process and not a part of reality. When the goal of a photogrammetry project is high-
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precision data capture, the chance of having digital noise manifested in the model must be
minimized by using the lowest possible ISO.

The lowest ISO the camera is capable of is called the base ISO, and it is at this value

that the camera will be able to capture images of the highest quality. Each incremental step

increase in ISO doubles the sensitivity of the sensor. ISO needs to be increased from its base
value when there is insufficient light in the scene to capture a well-exposed image with the
desired shutter speed and aperture settings.

Choosing an exposure for photogrammetry will vary based on the light conditions

and the lens utilized for the project. Three things to look for when choosing an exposure

are a crisp aperture with proper depth of field, the fastest usable shutter speed based on

the mounting options available, and the lowest amount of ISO-induced noise possible.42 The
properly exposed photographs recorded in RAW format are rich in data to aid the
processing software in aligning the cameras.
Best Practice
In photogrammetry, it is important to begin the process with a desired resolution. If

the data set is meant to detect and measure a 1mm crack, it is essential to choose a lens and
a field of view that shows this crack clearly from several overlapping photographs and,

42 Agisoft. “Agisoft PhotoScan User Manual Professional Edition, Version 1.0.0.” Accessed from
http://www.agisoft.com/downloads/user-manuals/
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potentially, several angles if it is a highly-articulated surface. If the images in the data set do
not show the study feature, it is impossible for the model to capture it, much less
potentially demonstrate any change to that feature over time.

Once the equipment is chosen and the proper exposure is achieved, the next step is

to capture the overlapping image set. Photographs within the data set should have a 60%
overlap at the minimum, and anything over 90% would be unnecessary and produce too

large of an image set. The easiest way to assure this is by having the Rule of Thirds43 grid

show on the display screen of your camera. This way you can easily move in increments of
one-third grid lines, which leaves 66% of the image constant. Calculating the amount of

overlap becomes more difficult on non-planar objects. In a situation where you would have
to circle a monument, it may become necessary to mark shooting locations on the ground
in order to assure proper overlap. If the object being studied is portable or small, using a

stationary camera location and a turntable can ease the image capture process. Often data
capture positions are limited by the surroundings of the cultural heritage monument.44 If

needed, it is possible to switch lenses to capture different levels of detail and continue to

meet the qualifications of a “good” photograph. The software can still automatically align
images from two different lenses in one data capture set.

The Rule of Thirds is a rule of thumb in photography for achieving visually pleasing compositions; it
divides the picture into thirds vertically and horizontally. Using the rule of thirds means putting
important focal elements of an image along these dividing lines or at one of their intersections.
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44 “What Is Photogrammetry? - Geodetic Systems, Inc,” accessed March 14, 2017,
http://www.geodetic.com/v-stars/what-is-photogrammetry.aspx
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In situations where the monument being captured is remote or time sensitive, it is

best to err on the side of too many images than too few. An image set that is too large to

render within a reasonable time frame or at all given the computer equipment can be dealt
with more easily than insufficient data when capturing more data later may not be

possible. Excess images can be eliminated in post-production to reduce the time. Or, if use
of all images is desired, the model can be processed in pieces and stitched together later
but this technique introduces a potential for error.
2.2. Photogrammetric Software Workflow
Automation and Types of software

Modern digital photogrammetry is reconstructing 3D models from 2D images. From

the beginning, this process has been based around the idea of triangulation. With one

flattened image, it is impossible to predict exactly where something resides in space. As

soon as a second, overlapping image is introduced to show the same feature, two rays can
be drawn from the center of the cameras and intersect at the true location of the point.
Capturing depth stereoscopically is the same way that the human eye works.

There are several different programs, at different price points, that will align

photograph sets into photogrammetric models. Autodesk Reality Capture, Agisoft

PhotoScan, and Capturing Reality are three professionally licensed programs currently

being used in documentation of cultural heritage. There are also open source and freeware
versions, such as Autodesk 123D catch. The freeware versions provide ample ability for
painless experimentation with what quality of output certain types of data capture will

give. There are also a plethora of less user-friendly open source options which could allow
44
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an advanced photogrammetry user to customize the processing to the project, which is out
of the scope of this project.
Agisoft
For the purposes of this thesis, Agisoft PhotoScan professional has been used to

create all photogrammetric models. Agisoft offers a version of PhotoScan called PhotoScan
standard that is less expensive. Due to several features being unavailable in the standard

version — such as ultra high rendering, markers, and scale bars — the standard version is
unsuitable for the experiments attempted here because it cannot assign a scale to the

resulting point cloud. The inability to scale the photogrammetric model makes it useless for
attempting to create the quantified measurements of change this thesis wishes to

investigate. The program should be installed on a suitable computer for the work. At
present, Agisoft cites the following as their minimum computation requirements:

“Minimal configuration
• Windows XP or later (32 or 64 bit), Mac OS X Snow Leopard or later, Debian / Ubuntu (64 bit)
• Intel Core 2 Duo processor or equivalent
• 2GB of RAM
Recommended configuration
• Windows XP or later (64 bit), Mac OS X Snow Leopard or later, Debian / Ubuntu (64 bit)
• Intel Core i7 processor
• 12GB of RAM

The number of photos that can be processed by PhotoScan depends on the available RAM and
reconstruction parameters used. Assuming that a single photo resolution is of the order of 10 MPx,
2GB RAM is sufficient to make a model based on 20 to 30 photos. 12GB RAM will allow to process up
to 200-300 photographs.”45

45 Agisoft. “Agisoft PhotoScan User Manual Professional Edition, Version 1.0.0.” Accessed from
http://www.agisoft.com/downloads/user-manuals/
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Agisoft PhotoScan aligns the images using calculations called SfM, or Structure from

Motion. It is based upon the modern principles of computer vision, and searches each

image for edges and corners. Unlike an architectural understanding of edges or corners,

this type of edge is a point of high contrast or change in color between one pixel and a next.
It assigns a value to each of these features and tries to find that assigned value in adjacent

images, this correlating the point as the same. For this reason, objects that are monotonous
in color and texture are extremely difficult to create with photogrammetry because it lacks
the required distinct features to orient itself by. Just as, the computer searches the images
for distinctive features that appear in multiple photographs. Once each feature has been

correlated to enough images to triangulate its location in 3D, these trajectories locate the
camera’s position.

A thorough walkthrough of the process of creating a dense point cloud in Agisoft

Photoscan, as of the time of this writing, is contained in Appendix C. One important
consideration for this software package is the decisions made by the user and an

understanding of this decision is required in order to get the high surface detail in the

models that is desired by this study. One of the most crucial decisions for the output of the
model happens at the very outset of rendering. When choosing to align photographs into
the sparse cloud, PhotoScan asks for a maximum value for the tie point limit and the key
point limit. These define how many features per image can be identified, and how many

other images each of these identified features can be linked to. These two values drastically
affect the quality of model created by this software package. There is an option to set each

of these settings to infinity, causing the program to look for as many defining features as it
can, but this increases processing time drastically.
46
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Best practices / workflow
Once these dense point clouds are created, they are then to be exported as points to

be evaluated by CloudCompare. There are several standard formats for points to be

exported as. The American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS) has
its own format called ASPRS LAS files. These .las files can be imported into a lot of online

point cloud viewers and make it an ideal format for potentially archiving these point clouds

long term. Agisoft can also export these point clouds as .pts files, which are used by many of
3D scanning software. Using this format in a situation where photogrammetry may be
combined with longer range LIDAR systems will aid in combining this data in other

programs. For this thesis, the choice between these two point cloud file types will not have
lasting effects, and .pts files were used.

Figure 2-4 CloudCompare point picking process
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Both .pts files of the model before and after change are imported into
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CloudCompare. Then, identical points are manually picked between the two clouds. It is
important to make sure the “aligned to” cloud is the sample after experimentation.

CloudCompare allows you to preview alignment before committing, and this should be

used extensively during the point picking process. One cloud’s visibility can be turned on

and off to check its alignment with the cloud beneath it. In some samples, 10+ points were

utilized to get a close alignment, but the minimum the software requires for triangulation is
3. Points of interest chosen during this thesis existed both on the three tacks used for main

triangulation and, also, the grain figure on the base. Points that will work for alignment are
points that exist outside of the study frame and are expected to exhibit little to no

movement. This is why cropping the model after processing it in Agisoft is important to

consider; unnecessary data should be excluded but not at the cost of alignment reference
areas. The thesis models were cropped to the square of the base material.
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CHAPTER 3
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3. PHOTOGRAMMETRIC MONITORING EXPERIMENTS
3.1. Equipment Feasibility Tests

At length, it has been stressed that a larger sensor will produce better quality images

for photogrammetry. To prove this, three sizes of sensors were tested under the same

conditions and models were produced from these data sets. The three sensors were: a Sony

a7 camera with a 35 mm full frame sensor; a Sony a5100 camera with an APS-C sensor with
a crop factor of 1/1.5, meaning that it is 66% of the size of a full frame sensor; and, an

iPhone 6 with a 1/3" sensor with a crop factor of 1/7.2, or 13% of the size of a full frame
sensor.

The data sets were kept as homogenous as possible between the three sensors. The

same quantity of images for each set were all taken on the same day with the same lighting
conditions. The photographs were taken with the same exposure, except for the fact that

true manual exposure is impossible on a smartphone and auto-exposure was utilized. Postprocessing was also forgone to use the images as captured.
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Figure 3-1 Image of terra cotta test block

The subject chosen was something that is difficult to capture with photogrammetry,

under the theory that visual difference between sensor sizes would become even more

apparent as the software guesses incorrectly about camera placement and feature location.
It did indeed eliminate or seemingly fabricates features during its processing, but even the
best equipment produced a subpar model with this quantity of images and exposure. The

subject was a glazed terracotta block as shown in Figure 3-1. The glaze is dark in color but
also glossy, which produces a glare that not only burns out image data in that location, but

also changes location as you move around the block during documentation, thus preventing
features from being matched from picture to picture.
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Figure 3-2 Photogrammetric model from iPhone 6 image set: left, dense point cloud, right, mesh

Figure 3-3 Photogrammetric model from APC crop sensor image set: left, dense point cloud, right, mesh
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Figure 3-4 Photogrammetric model from full frame sensor image set: left, dense point cloud, right, mesh

While none of the meshes created were free of holes caused by the high-gloss surface,

the mesh view shows a distinct progression toward better accuracy of the real shape. This
is most noticeable when looking at the carving of the ornament on the front of the block.
The full-frame data set visually reproduces the detail of the ornament of the carving the

most faithfully. The iPhone reproduced the detail in a way that looks more eroded, flat, and
approximated. least accurately. This data confirmed the decision to begin these

experiments with the full-frame sensor camera to give the surface data the best chance of
being reproduced correctly.

3.2. Proxy Experiment Motivation

The purpose of this thesis is to approximate realistic material conditions with

controlled laboratory experiments. Three types of proxies for three types of conditions
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were created. For this thesis, the outcomes of these experiments were meant to be used
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primarily as data sets for the evaluation of the quality of this method. No other drawings or
physical rematerializations were intended to be created from the results of these proxies.
All proxies chosen could be easily changed physically in relatively predictable

manners. The criteria for choice necessitated both physical malleability and the use of real
architectural materials. The proxies are meant to call to mind several similar types of
conditions assessment that are practiced by conservators. The problem with real

architectural materials is that they are often quite resilient to change. The experiments did
not require strong building materials built to ASTM standards, as photogrammetry is a
visual method, and it is not material specific.

The types of changes utilized all have a three-dimensional quality to them; the way

they affect materials cannot be completely described with 2D measurements. The

conditions chosen for study were erosion, cracking, and warping. Other potentials for

experiments include accumulation, sagging, creeping, and leaning. As long as something
within the capture scene remains constant for comparison purposes, a wide variety of

types of three-dimensional changes are expected to be visible with this method. The proof

of concept encapsulated by these experiments does not intend to diagnose material

condition quantifiably but rather establish that change has occurred. This data could then
potentially be used to direct more diagnostic approaches to conservation.

A high level of detail can be achieved on much larger objects with careful

photography; it follows the same simple logic of capturing the overall shape with further

pictures and then taking overlapping sets of images of the details of interest. A drawback of
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scaling up photogrammetry is the scaling of the necessitated image count. A higher image
count requires longer processing time, stronger processing power, or, potentially,

processing a piece in several parts. Photogrammetry is an image based, visual technique. It
can only describe and document what it has captured. The Ground Sample Distance (GSD)

describes the correlation between a pixel on a flat plane in an image with its real size in the
world. This value, further described in Appendix E, is a starting point for estimating the
resolution of a resulting photogrammetric model.

The weaknesses photogrammetry has in documenting materials are the same

weaknesses that photography faces; it is difficult to accurately capture shiny or extremely
dark materials due to the difficulties of properly exposing these light phenomena.

For the following experiments, the same system was used to create stationary

reference points. Just as photogrammetric data sets should be captured to accurately reveal
the resolution of data needed to the study, these stationary control points should be

selected with as fine of a resolution for scaling. A reference point that is too large in the
scene will make precisely aligning the clouds more difficult. Each experiment was

conducted on a 12” x 12” square of ⅛” pine. Three circular tacks were mounted to the

surface of the base, with the center of the circular tack clearly marked. These center points

were used to align the before and after clouds of the study models in the freeware program,
CloudCompare. It became necessary to use grain in the wood of the base to align the
models precisely as well.

CloudCompare has its drawbacks as well as its advantages. At present, this software is

not always reliable at automatically aligning two point clouds. Very homogenous samples,
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such as the mortar samples used in this thesis, present even more of a challenge to the
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software when attempting automatic alignment. At present, manual alignment of the two
clouds is the most reliable due to the users understanding of what is identical.
3.3. The Erosion Proxy

Erosion is the disintegration of materials due to weathering and visually results in

softer carved detail. The rate and extent to which a material is susceptible to erosion varies

by both the material and the conditions to which the material is exposed. In granular

materials frequently erode by loss of grains. The criteria for a material to erode was an

architectural finish that was both granular and easy to file down. The choice of material for
erosion was a lime mortar. The mixture was standard masonry sand and non-hydraulic
hydrated lime in a ratio of two parts sand to one part lime.

Each sample was allowed to cure for seven days to “green hardness.” No care was

taken to ensure the mortar retained moisture over the first three days of curing, which is

essential to making sure the mortar will carbonate all the way through. The study mortars
were useful on a surface level, and any interior flaws are assumed to have little effect
changing the exterior shape of the mortar sample after a week of curing.

The result of this process was a feeble mortar sample that could be easily eroded

with mild abrasion by fingers. Between the first photogrammetric model and the changed

model for each trial, the mortar sample was abraded by hand and any loose particles were
removed from the scene capture by gently blowing compressed air over the mortar.
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For the first test of CloudCompare, it was essential to determine that the changes
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detected by this software were due to the true three-dimensional changes happening in the

material rather than by human error. This was achieved by capturing the first set of images,
waiting a short period of time, and capturing a second set of images of the same subject

without altering the subject. CloudCompare detected change between these two models; it

would call into question the reliability of the program for comparing two assumed identical
point clouds. It is assumed these point clouds will be nearly identical in shape due to the
use of image sets that qualify as proper due to the previously outlined qualifications.

As you can see in Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6, the colors between the first set of

images captured and the unchanged second set of images are quite different. This was due

to an intentional use of incorrect white balance in the photographs to distinguish them; this
tonal shift toward more red will not affect the three-dimensional shape of the model and
was simply for the purposes of distinguishing the two sets for studying and archiving
purposes.
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Figure 3-5 First erosion sample before erosion

Figure 3-6 First erosion sample before erosion from second capture
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In the following samples, a screenshot of each model will be shown next to a
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comparatively angled, full photograph from the image set as well as a cropped image

showing the level of detail in the picture at 100%. The dense point cloud output is focused
on the sample itself, with the background and unneeded parts of the base material

removed. Each model has been cropped to its relevant area, but this cropping causes some
different edges and shapes at the extremity of the point cloud.

Figure 3-7 First erosion sample, no change comparison

When the two unchanged data sets were compared, the results were a completely

blue scalar result. The color scheme option used for this thesis uses this shade of blue to
indicate no change, thus, CloudCompare detected no difference between the two dense
point clouds of the two models.

This important not only because it shows not only that CloudCompare is reliable for

this study but because it shows that well-captured photogrammetric sets produce accurate
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results. Two completely different sets of photographs, each properly exposed, of the same
subject produced virtually the same results. This is not to say that each point captures

exactly each grain of sand in the exact same way, with points in identical locations, but that
within the tolerance of precision desired. With this, it can be assumed that changes shown
within the sample by CloudCompare are changes within the true object.

Figure 3-8 First erosion sample after mild abrasion

The abrasion applied to the mortar sample intentionally varied locally. In some

places, deeper abrasion that removed more material was applied whereas in other areas,

predominantly on the vertical faces of the mortar, only a few grains of sand were removed

by abrasion. Even still, in Figure 3-8, the fact that the mortar has been abraded is not clear.
These experiments attempted to capture subtle changes. Since the mortar samples were
created within a round mold, the corner edges are areas to look for noticeable erosion
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between the two models. All loose particles were removed from the capture scene by
forced air so that they would not shift while the model was rotated during capture.

Figure 3-9 Second erosion sample before mild abrasion

Figure 3-10 Second erosion sample after mild abrasion
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For the rest of the thesis, all samples shown will be using the square base shown in

Figure 3-9and Figure 3-10. This second erosion sample which was a design improved upon
from the first rectangular base with full thumbtacks. The thumbtacks were too shiny and

shapely to be properly modeled in a set of images focused on the sample, and flatter tacks
on a more uniform set of bases were chosen after it proved more successful.

Within this sample, the erosion on the corners is visibly minimal. A focus of the

study was to produce models with little visible change. While a notable quantity of the

mortar was, in fact, removed, part of the goal was to create changes that would be easily
overlooked if they were happening in a realistic, slow timeline.

For all of the following examples, they will be illustrated by the most typical

example. The full information of other experiment results are listed in Appendix D. The

abrasion samples evaluated show clear change. In Figure 3-11, there is a uniform amount

of loss across most of the surface, concentrated on the top, probably due to using forced air
to remove anything loosened in the rubbing process. The areas that are brighter, such as
the edges which were prone to a more drastic removal of material with light abrasion,
indicate a greater magnitude of material loss.

It is important to keep in mind that the results shown in CloudCompare do not have

signs. Not only are the results without sign, but they are also without direction.

CloudCompare is using a gradient from blue (in this case indicating no change) to green to
yellow to red, where the warmer colors indicate a larger magnitude of change. It is

impossible to distinguish between loss and accumulation by visual colors in Agisoft, instead
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the technician has to know this about the material or try not to select test samples where
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both condition changes will be present.

Figure 3-11 CloudCompare of first erosion sample after abrasion

The second sample, Figure 3-12, shows similar results, with deeper areas of loss

more distinguishable from unchanged areas within this sample. Areas that are heavily
abraded become clear, discrete shapes within the sample. These shapes might not be
otherwise distinguishable, and these shapes can also provide information about the

potential causality of erosion and water runoff patterns on a study sample. This can be

used in situations in which building materials, such as stone, show heavy soiling patterns

which may distract the eye in trying to determine areas of loss. In contrast, materials that

do not indicate erosion through soiling patterns could also have these areas of loss quickly
and easily mapped through photogrammetry.
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One difficulty that the second sample showed that was less clear in the first attempt

at an erosion sample, is that the resolution created by this set up of images on a sample of
this scale does not seem to detect changes at a single grain of sand resolution. The first
mortar sample was photographed closer, with more micro detail images, to test the

capability of this system; the first mortar sample detected uniform loss across much of the

surface. The second mortar sample only detected areas of greater loss and the shape those
losses took.

This difference between these two highlights the importance of going into a

photogrammetry project with a goal of resolution and a GSD in mind. If granular loss is
important to the study of the piece, it is important that the choice of lenses and image

coverage reaches this level of detail and clarity. Photogrammetry recreates shape from
images, it cannot recreate detail that is not captured within the image set.

Figure 3-12 CloudCompare of second erosion sample after abrasion
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This type of three-dimensional change benefits greatly from the qualitative results

that come from comparing dense point clouds. The losses induced by this sort of
weathering can be detected precisely and in relatively subtle situations.

Again, the example in which this tool may not be able to provide a clear picture of the

weathering is if the erosion is combined with other three-dimensional changes. If the

material is eroding in one place but accumulating in another area, this is a potential for
confusion in CloudCompare. The program cannot distinguish between negative and
positive changes; rather, it simply deals with how drastic the degree of change is. If

something is being documented with mixed physical changes, the image set should be

accompanied by thorough documentation that indicates areas that have more potential for
accumulation than erosion so that these potential differences can be manually checked by
the person creating the model and comparison.
3.4. The Warping Proxy

A lot of architectural materials deteriorate or move in undefinable, three-dimensional

ways. Warping, leaning, warping are all plastic types of deformation — permanent or

impermanent — with nonplanar physical changes. These sorts of deformations are not just
exhibited by soft or lightweight materials. Steel is capable of deforming drastically, though
inducing a bend in a steel rod was not considered an interesting prospect for the warping

experiment because of its relative predictability. Wood is a material that warps along grain
lines when exposed to water, but just exactly how these changes manifest in thin wood is

less predictable. This experiment was conducted on sheets of thin, hardwood veneer about
1/32” thick.
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While the tack control points mounted to the base remain constant in the model, it

was also necessary for this experiment to keep points of the wood veneer from moving. All

four corners of the veneer were glued down to the base while the rest was allowed to warp

freely when exposed to moisture. Without any glue the veneer would have moved too much
to prove useful for the experiment. Upon this experiment’s conception, it was intended to
push the ability of CloudCompare to track changes the most. Relative to the size of the
sample, the sort of changes induced were the largest and least concentrated. It was

expected that this would challenge the software’s ability to associate points as equivalent
to measure a dislocation.

Figure 3-13 Warping sample one before moisture
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Figure 3-14 Warping sample one after moisture

After the veneer was misted, Figure 3-14 shows the warping is clearly concentrated

at the center because that was where the veneer was not glued down to the base. The

CloudCompare comparison models between the veneer before and after warping were

some of the clearest produced by these experiments. It takes the dislocations of the wood

and maps them such that one can quicky understand the areas that have moved the most in
comparison to areas that remained unchanged (Figure 3-15). Visually, we saw the

movements were concentrated in the direction of the wood grain, and CloudCompare

identifies this characteristic by showing the changes as vertical stripes along the grain.
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Figure 3-15 CloudCompare of first warping sample after moisture

The ability to detect the shape and concentration of the dislocations on these wood

panels shows great of potential for CloudCompare’s ability to track large dislocations. In
this case, the experiment is not a question about whether the movement is enough for
CloudCompare to see. This thesis initially was conceived to detect changes that might

otherwise be undetected, and this degree of warping (9mm difference at the high point)

does not fall within that category because of how clearly visible it is. And yet, despite being
able to see that warping has occurred with bare eyes, this result still proves useful.

The benefit of using a comparison software package like CloudCompare is the way it

visualizes these changes without the distracting real RGB color data of the study model.

The real color data can be toggled on and off within the software to help relate portions of
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high dislocation their real location, but the isolating view of just dislocations can be quite
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enlightening to the material’s condition.

In materials that are not wood, these sorts of visualizations have more value because of

the ability to detect a pattern of change in more homogenous materials. In more

homogenous materials, a clear picture of dislocations may give an indication of what is

causing these three-dimensional shifts to happen based on the pattern in which they are

degrading.

3.5. The Cracking Proxy

Lime plasters are known for cracking without proper curing conditions. Drying out too

quickly, beginning with too wet of a mix, improper troweling of the plaster, and harsh
weather conditions during cure time are a few reasons for wet plasters to crack.

For these experiments, the ratio of hydrated lime to masonry sand was changed to a mix of
one part hydrated lime to a half part of masonry sand. Enough water was added to the mix

to have a thin mixture with minimal bleed water.46 The mix was troweled onto the standard

experiment base and allowed to cure for a week.

The plasters produced for these experiments did not crack while rapidly drying.

One possible way to induce cracks in the cured plasters would have been to induce a

change in the wood underpinning to the plaster. There are two reasons that this solution

Bleed water is a term to describe unincorporated water sitting on top of the mix immediately after
mixing.
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was not used. The first was because of the questionable mechanical adhesion of the plaster

to the relatively smooth pine subsurface. If the wooden surface was moved, the plaster may
have slid off and shattered. The second is because of the importance for the point cloud

alignment control points to remain stationary within the desired tolerances of the model.
There is a chance that, when inducing a bend or swelling in the pine, those points would

not return to the same location after the cracks were created. Instead, cracks were induced
by cracking the cured plaster with a chisel in a few locations and ensuring none of the
pieces flaked off.

After these initial cracks were created, the first data set was captured. Between the

first and second data set, the cracks were widened and proliferated by lightly tamping them
with the chisel again. The reason for this step was because it provided a more interesting
phenomenon for study than simply going from uncracked to cracked plaster.

Of all the experiments tested, one notable difference shown by the model

screenshots in Figure 3-16 and Figure 3-17, the plaster sample was the one that produced
the clearest results of the base within the digital model, due to the necessity to focus on it

to capture the surface texture of the plaster within the image set. This does not negate the
internal accuracy of the previous experiments within their sample, which was always the
focal point of the image sets.
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Figure 3-16 Cracking sample one slightly cracked

Figure 3-17 Cracking sample one after further cracking
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The changes in the cracks between these two models are slight. The chisel was used

to widen the cracks and shift the plaster after it was already damaged. The widest crack
induced in this plaster model was measured by hand at 1.25 mm, which appears to be

wider than the level of surface abrasion previously detected in the erosion samples, and
thus should be within CloudCompare’s ability to detect changes.

The results shown in the plaster experiments were different than expected. When

studying cracks, it is important to highlight and isolate cracks from the unchanged base
material. From the CloudCompare produced scale bar, with a maximum value of 2mm

dislocations measured, there is little changed detected between the two clouds. It required

a small window of change for the gradient in order to detect change within the plaster
sample.

Figure 3-18 CloudCompare of first cracking sample after damage
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Because CloudCompare works in degrees of change, it produces data that is less than

ideal in this situation. Rather than outlining and highlighting the cracks so that their
expansion can be monitored and measured through their isolation, it highlights the

material most displaced. In the case of these shattered, thin sheets of plaster, the most

extreme dislocations are the edges of the plaster where it went in order to make space for

the cracks. If it does not provide a clear picture of where the cracks were, it will not provide
a clear picture of where they migrated to or where they could potentially migrate to in
future sets.

This sort of visual representation of cracks does not seem as readily usable as the

results of other experiments. It requires too much post-processing transformation and

translation to be useful and easily understood by the conservator. In comparison to even

the most simple crack monitors and rulers, it seems to be an unnecessary step with other
more effective and efficient alternatives.

While using CloudCompare to measure crack width changes seems to be inefficient, the

cracks shown in the image set could be identified with other forms of processing that use

other types of computer vision to identify the contrast and edges created by the shadows of
these cracks. At present, it is recommended that other avenues of digital crack monitoring

systems should be investigated. The point clouds produced with photogrammetry may still
be a resource of data for other comparison and analysis systems to utilize. Further

experimentation with different proxies of cracking need to be attempted and evaluated to
see if this result is atypical.
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3.6. Blind Experiments

Each of the above experiments were repeated a fourth time. After they were prepared

as previously outlined, changes were induced by another person while I was out of the

room. There was an emphasis on more subtly with the changes so that they would not be
readily apparent. After the changes had been induced, another set of photographs was
captured for each.

The purpose of the blind experiments was to check the efficacy of detecting change

even in the absence of knowing how something changed, if it changed, to what extent, and
where. This was all knowledge that I was privy to as the person who created the

experiment and induced the changes. In theory, the blind experiments more closely

replicated real life unknowns and prove that CloudCompare truly can be used to detect and
evaluate physical changes.
Mortar Blind results
The blind mortar was eroded in much the same manner as the first. The assistant

was encouraged to use gentle abrasion with their fingers, such that they had a pile of sandy
removed material that could be swept up but that the mortar remained predominantly
intact. It was important for the mortar sample to not break apart or crack, or the
experiment would have to be redone due to the unwanted extremity of change.
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Figure 3-19 Blind Tested erosion sample before abrasion

Figure 3-20 Blind tested sample after abrasion
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When comparing Figure 3-19 and Figure 3-20, the loss can be quite clearly seen at

the edges of the mold, which in this case were rounded more drastically by the blind

participant than in previous experiments. The mortar sample was not thoroughly inspected
visually before documenting the sample with its second image set. This way there would
not be an expectation of where, and to what extent, change had happened before putting
the two dense point clouds through the comparison process. The sample was processed
through CloudCompare until the areas of change detected started to shift away from

changes into the mortar sample into minute changes detected in the alignment of the less
focused base material.

Figure 3-21 CloudCompare of blind erosion sample after abrasion

The results of the blind mortar show that the majority of the material removed was,

in fact, around the base of the sample and at the edges, with a couple large pieces missing at
the edge that matches the visual inspection of the mortar. This area of mortar was looser,
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probably due to its lack of adhesion to the base, and likely more prone to removal from the
compressed air. As it was photographed on the same base system as the second erosion

sample, we also see that only larger displacements of mortar were detected. To obtain finer
grain detail in these results, the photogrammetric model would have benefited from

additional, overlapping macrophotography added to the data set to supplement the surface
texture information.

Veneer Blind results
The warping test was executed blind, after partially affixing the veneer to the base,

by allowing the blind tester to mist the sample with water however they chose. In the case

of this sample, the sample was fairly saturated with water and therefore warped more than

previously tested veneers. Because the wooden base used for the samples was much

thicker than the veneer, there was not a strong concern or any visible evidence that the
saturation of the sample caused warping in the base.
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Figure 3-22 Blind tested warping sample before moisture

Figure 3-23 Blind tested warping sample after moisture
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The warping undergone by this particular sample was quite noticeable despite
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being constrained from moving too far away from the base by the affixed corners. Not only
was it noticeable, but it had more undulations and changes, probably due to the knot and
grain variance contained within this veneer piece. The highly-figured color data of this

piece of veneer is distracting to evaluating the overall shape of the veneer. It even hides

some of the three-dimensional movements from the eye, which gets tricked into assuming
that the bend in the figure pattern is a flat change in the wood figuring rather than a true
bend as it exists.

Figure 3-24 CloudCompare of blind warping sample after moisture

The blind veneer test produced some of the most convincing results of these

experiments. The warping was concentrated along the grain lines of the wood in stripes
lengthwise down the veneer. Areas of significant movement are strongly highlighted in

reds and yellows. Before being compared in CloudCompare, these models were notably
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different as the warping undergone after this sample was dampened was quite extreme.
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Rather than proving difficult for the software to align and evaluate, the opposite was true.

The ability to identify that the dislocations are happening along the grain boundaries of the
wood prove that patterns of three-dimensional warping can be distinguished using

photogrammetry. If scaled up, this can be expected to still highlight areas of greatest
change in comparison to the unchanged areas.

Being able to detect concentrated areas of warping encourages the idea that further

experiments could show its ability to capture twisting, torqueing, leaning, and other sorts
of shifting motion. These sorts of motions, when applied at an architectural scale, could

start to speak to monitoring structural movements. This experiment shows CloudCompare

is capable of dealing with relatively significant movements, proportionally, as well as more
proportionally subtle changes. It has been established that the resolution of a

photogrammetric model lies in the image capture, and these studies seem to prove that, if
the models are well aligned in CloudCompare, the resolution of the comparison can be
expected to be quite like that of the photogrammetric model.
Plaster Blind results
For the blind experiment, the plaster was cracked with a chisel by the blind

participant and then captured for the first image set. Then further cracking was induced

more randomly than the previous method of trying to intentionally expand the cracks with
the chisel, the blind volunteer was permitted to either expand the cracks or induce new
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ones at their discretion. Without a thorough visual study of the cracking pattern of the first
set, it was not readily apparent what had changed between the first set and the second.

Figure 3-25 Blind cracking sample before damage

Figure 3-26 Blind cracking sample after damage
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Figure 3-27 CloudCompare of blind cracking sample after further cracking

The blind experiment for crack detection gave very similar results to the previous

experiments. The software highlights the edges of the plaster sample as portions that have

dislocated the most, and again, this sort of dislocation information does not have clear uses
for conservation. This data speaks more to the expansion of the material than the

mechanical weakness of it, which even in an induced blind experiment, is known to be

present in this proxy. These results do not clearly identify the material condition of this
sample.
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CHAPTER 4
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
4.1. Photogrammetry and Change Over Time

The expansion of the use of photogrammetry, and other technologies, within the field

of preservation seems inevitable. Mario Santana Quintero states the paradox between
expectation and reality when discussing digital preservation technology:

“Herein lies the challenge. Conservation seeks to retain and protect the past while technology to
document it rapidly advances. Innovations feed upon one another creating a widening gap — a gap
between those who work in conservation and those who generate information. Communication
through documentation, while seemingly becoming easier, simultaneously becomes more complex.
Documentation of cultural heritage is at its core a means of communication but while new
innovations make this documentation richer and multidimensional it has also made communication
more difficult.”47

He speaks about the reality that this technology evolves quickly in one professional

arena but is much slower to trickle down to heritage conservation. Technology improves
faster than conservation methodologies evolve; the idea that the subjects of study have

local, or even international, cultural significance fuels a stigma that conservators have a

timidity toward incorporating new methodologies and new technologies until they have
thoroughly proven their efficacy.

And yet, there is ample evidence that attempting to use this method is not a risk. The

nineteenth-century pioneers for photogrammetry were applying the technique to

47 Efstratios Stylianidis and Fabio Remondino, eds., 3D Recording, Documentation, and Management of
Cultural Heritage. Scotland, UK: Whittles Publishing, 2016. 3.
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architectural documentation even when the process was still both difficult and of
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questionable accuracy. Photogrammetry is a noncontact documentation method with a
low-cost barrier to entry and the ability to produce robust 3D data that can definitively

simulate surface change over time.48 Improvements in software, improvements in camera

equipment, and the decreasing cost of both enables more varied, creative minds to

experiment with the program.49 Not only is the cost barrier actively lowering, but the time

barrier of extraordinarily long processing times is lowering as well, as shown in the

processing times listed in the results spreadsheet of Appendix D. These factors combine
into a situation with very little liability to starting an experimental monitoring. The

greatest commitment is the time and interest it takes to learn basic photography skills and
conceive test subject parameters.

The proxies tested here speak more simply to the proof of concept that this

technique can be used as a method to identify physical changes than an exhaustive study of
its range of application. Truly evaluating the extent to which this can be applied in practice
in architecture will require further study but that study does not need to be isolated from
reality. It can be brought to real projects today. Because digital photogrammetric models

are initially created without any scale, they are not more suited to one scale over another.
Photogrammetry can be applied from large scales, such as a topographic map of a

Appendix B includes a cost comparison of equipment and photogrammetric software packages at the
time of the writing of this thesis.
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Neffra A. Matthews, “Aerial and Close-Range Photogrammetric Technology: Providing Resource
Documentation, Interpretation, and Preservation” (U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land
Management Technical Note 428, September 2008).
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mountain range to small scales of reproducing the tool marks on a marble sculpture. There
have even been recent experiments into microphotogrammetry that reconstructed images

from a scanning electron microscope (SEM) as three-dimensional models for measurement
purposes. It truly is the images that provide scale and resolution.50

The desired resolution is a choice. The limitations to resolution lie in the

conservator’s ability to capture the complete image set in the field and then to proceed to
process this data on their consumer-grade computer in a realistic timespan.

The time constraints of this study prevented the ability to test experiments on a real

building allowed to change over time. A real experiment where models are taken at regular
intervals and then compared must be undertaken in combination with trusted methods to
authenticate the results. Capturing the image sets to begin with has a low barrier to entry;
an inexpensive but digital camera system, photo editing software for post-processing, and
an image alignment program equivalent to Agisoft PhotoScan is all that is needed to begin
simple tests on deformations. These tests could begin to be executed on a few carefully
identified study locations on a cultural heritage monument, object, or building.

One drawback of such a long timeline for an experiment brings back the discussion

of Moore’s Law. Studying this technology as it actively evolves toward greater accuracy

proves difficult. The accuracy and resolution of models created from the image sets today
cannot be assumed to be equivalent to what software ten years from now will produce

Matthias Hemmleb and Jorg Albertz, “Digital Microphotogrammetry with the Scanning Electron
Microscope,” International Archives of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing XXXi, no. Part 85 (1996),
http://www.isprs.org/proceedings/XXXI/congress/part5/225_XXXI-part5.pdf.
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from the same images. It is for this reason, among others, that the most important piece to
archive in photogrammetry is the image set. It is also for this reason that waiting until it is
ripe for adoption into a conservation methodology could be an extraordinarily long wait
since technology will always promise to improve next year.

Large size is of notable importance to architectural conservators. As established, the

number of images in a set varies predominantly with the size of what is being captured. If
the model created within PhotoScan, or similar programs, was properly created, it can be

expected that these models are highly accurate within themselves and will continue to be

that way when aligned in the future. Processing times increase exponentially as the

resolution per area becomes finer. Sub-millimetric scale study over a large area will require
processing times that may lack efficiency for what the output data analysis is expected to
produce. In fact, for the documentation purposes of most architectural conservators, this

kind of resolution is not necessary throughout the entire model. Using photogrammetry to
study larger structures may benefit from more reiterative processes, assuming the

resource can be accessed multiple times. A lower resolution model for overall form of the
structure could be built and used to identify areas of interest to record in greater,

potentially sub-millimetric resolution, detail. Taking quantitative data from the model,
while potentially daunting, should be accurate.

A proper image set was described as including photographs at least two scales;

overall images to allow Photoscan to create the entire shape and closer images to gain the

surface detail resolution desired for study. These two typologies of photographs are similar
to the narrowing down process just described; if a laptop of sufficient computing power is
available in the field, the overall images could be very quickly aligned on low quality and
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compared to the archival data set to inform areas of concentration for the rest of the image
set.

A beginning model for a long-term study of photogrammetric monitoring should

strive to maximize the amount of surface detail they record in their initial data set should it
become unexpectedly necessary in the future. It must always be kept in mind when

establishing this method that, most the data will be timestamped archival material and

each capture must be of sufficient detail to be useful. Even if too many images are captured
to be aligned by processors at that point in time, they may be able to be aligned altogether
in the future. For now, data sets can always be aligned while excluding some of the

photographs in existence, but, if needed, more detailed photographs cannot be willed into

existence after time has passed. This fact is what prevents this technique from being able to
be used retroactively on historic stereo pairs in a high resolution, meaningful way.

The quality relies on the image capture, but it is not widely understood that

resolution is determined at this point in the workflow rather than somewhere in the

software package used to create the tangible results. The ability to capture these image sets
well is a skill that requires repetitive practice to get an understanding of how many images,
of what quality, give the desired results. Poor initial results can easily be misdiagnosed and
dishearten new practitioners to photogrammetry, especially if they approach it with the

incorrect assumption that the computer is entirely responsible for the quality of the output.
The efficiency of photogrammetry should be compared predominantly to other

visual methods such as laser scanning and surveying with a total station. Photogrammetry
will only capture surface level, optical information from objects that can be documented
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with photography clearly. The ability to critically compare optical 3D measurement outputs
between laser systems and photogrammetry is a question people are still grappling with.51
The need to convert between file types to combine and compare three-dimensional data is
also problematic when trying to compare resolution and time efficiency since the

conversion methods done by the software are often black boxes regarding decimation and
compression. This is problematic if one wanted to compare a laser system to a

photogrammetric capture using CloudCompare because it increases the variables in the
experiment and introduces an uncertainty of determine whether changes detected are

from three-dimensional distortions in the actual building or by an alteration of the data

during file conversion. Studies into the differences in resolution between these systems will

likely be undertaken soon due to the strong interest the field has in using efficient
equipment.

Photogrammetry, in combination with a comparative tool like CloudCompare, can

evaluate change over time in a tangible way. By seeing how changes in materials occur in
time visually, it is possible that a pattern of change can be established on a case-by-case

basis for conservation projects. Through inexpensive tools and schedule regularly spaced
capture dates determined by the circumstances of the material, this pattern could be

analyzed and converted into an estimation of a rate of change over time. Establishing an
estimation of a rate would allow for maintenance schedules to take on a more dynamic

51
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aspect, where rate-informed replacements or conservation efforts could be scheduled and
budgeted ahead of time.

If this tool were to be adopted into preventative, conservation-focused workflows, it

would need a goal. If the goal is highly precise qualitative data measuring dislocations,

shifts, or cracks; that should be clearly stated. This research investigated complex three-

dimensional changes at a very detailed, surface level. Nearly every image taken was at a 1m
distance to the test subject, supplemented with macro photography taken at half this

distance. This was a method that was informed by the needs of capturing the proxies and
the depth of field produced by lens and exposure choices. If these long-term

photogrammetry methods would be able to continue, they require a level of transparency

about the process that could help someone taking over the project to understand the logic
in the choice of parameters. The parameters would need to be informed by the situation
and conservation knowledge of the project at that time.

It is important not to confuse the consistency required with rigidity. A project over

time will, undoubtedly, evolve and change as information is gathered and these changes
may alter the ideas of what needs to be monitored to what level.

This research attempted to deal with complex, three-dimensional changes that

deteriorated in multiple directions. Yet, this study was also quite controlled and limited the
deterioration allowed on a sample to one of the three categories of identified common
deterioration types. Real scenarios are more complex and do not sort themselves into

categories as neatly. While photogrammetry will continue to cement its place in the
workflow of documenting buildings and objects in 3D, there is likely a limit to the
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applications of photogrammetry within conservation. It was never conceived to be a
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catchall and these experiments proved the truth of that; it was clearly more effective at
capturing certain types of change (erosion) over others (crack expansion).

Using comparative photogrammetry to map multiple types of deterioration happening

at once within a small area may not be more efficient than if a person were to visually

analyze a series of images taken at different times. Further study is required, but it would
be easy to suppose that such an overlap of visual data would muddy the results. The fact

that CloudCompare does not assign positive or negative the dislocations it measures means
that it couldn’t tell accumulation from erosion. Unclear results are not useful for making
informed decisions on areas of interest within a material.
4.2. Maintenance, Methodology, and Application

The dislocations highlighted by CloudCompare represent an initial starting point for

further analysis using both digital and physical measurement tools to corroborate the

results. A workflow should be researched to see to what extent further investigation into

dislocations highlighted by CloudCompare’s analysis can be obtained. 3D point clouds and
meshes can be opened in many CAD, mesh editing, and BIM programs. These programs
often have simple to use measuring tools, which can allow CloudCompare’s data to be
registered and confirmed against other measuring tools.

Some professionals question the accuracy of using CloudCompare to measure between

two point clouds. CloudCompare subtracts the x, y, and z values of one cloud from another.
The argument is on the basis that if the points it chooses to compare are not identical due
to slightly differently resolved point clouds, there is little value in these distances that
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speak to “just random points to points between the datasets”.52 All photogrammetric sets
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have a set resolution determined by the size of the details in the image set, predetermined
by the photographer who captures the data set. This argument is questionable as well due
to its demands for a level of precision at the point level that may not be necessary. If the

data set is within the desired tolerances, each point can be assumed to be representative of
the area of that tolerance — i.e. if the image set is captured such that each pixel represents
2mm in reality, which would be reasonable for a larger object, each point can be

approximated as a 2mm square area. That approximation is a conservative estimate that
ignores the subpixel image matching modern SfM algorithms are capable of. While the
displaced point may not be the exact same sand grain in the mortar, it speaks to the
average displacement within that area within tolerances decided by the image set.

Thus, CloudCompare’s point to point evaluation should be regarded as a highly useful

tool capable of giving a metric sense for regional change between two point clouds. Any

inaccuracies with the tool are more likely to accumulate from the user improperly aligning
clouds rather than finding issue with the program’s algorithm.

Using photogrammetry to monitor and track three-dimensional changes has been

attempted before. A group of researchers within Institut für Angewandte Photogrammetrie
und Geoinformatik (IAPG) Oldenburg began a test to measure, in situ, the erosion of

repointed mortar samples on a church. The experiment is intended to run for ten years,

Jason Church. “ ‘A Comparative Study Using LiDAR Digital Scanning and Photogrammetry’ lecture
Transcript.” NCPTT.
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with data points taken every two years.53 In order to align the data sets, an external rig of
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reference points was constructed to be reattached to the test sites during each capture.
While the results of this particular experiment are not yet published, their initial

visualizations are utilizing a planar contour map to describe the surface depth of the joints.
The initial impression is that it is not as visually telling and compelling as the gradients
created by CloudCompare.

It is the affordability and ease that makes this tool appealing. With commercial grade

equipment and basic knowledge of photography, a lot can be accomplished in a short
period. A digital camera and a tripod can be carried by one or two people into areas

without electricity, a resource required by other systems such as laser scanning, and used

to capture highly detailed data. Long-term photogrammetric monitoring would become an
easy, scheduled routine, and that makes a compelling argument for the most efficient user

of the technique not to always be a conservator but the building, or cultural heritage object,
owner themselves. A maintenance team can actively keep an eye on previously identified,

fragile areas of their structure and see how it evolves. If their comparative model shows a

sudden, unexpected change one year, they can approach a professional to further diagnose
and repair the problem. This diagnosis would be eased by the owner bringing unbiased

investigative data to a project right from the beginning.54
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This management strategy optimally could have begun with a larger conservation
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project to continue to develop the information necessary for evaluation, ensure a project’s
longevity, and monitor for any unexpected side effects. Even if adding photogrammetric

monitoring to a maintenance schedule means giving up the archiving responsibility to the
client, the approachability of the method could be a gesture of good faith for conservators
to stand by the quality of their work.
4.3. Long-term Preservation of Data

It would be remiss in today’s climate to talk about a digital documentation tool without

addressing the challenges associated with the long-term archiving of digital data. With the
constant rebuilding of software in the name of progress and innovation, file types change
and evolve into the higher performance version of themselves. There is concern not only

with the continued readability of file types but also the continued viability of the media on

which we save files. Most digital media storage systems’ lifespan is still considered shorter
than that of paper.

Indeed, many early digital photographs were saved on forms of media that had an

unknown life expectancy and have since expired or become unreadable, costing us

invaluable heritage information. Optimistically, this thesis does not assume that history
will repeat itself and photographs taken now will become obsolete in thirty years. The

backlash from lost data has created entire fields of professionals who dedicate their work
to ensuring that very important information, photographs or other types of files, remain
viable into the foreseeable future. Still, the trepidation around the long-term viability of
digital files continues. This concern is not a new idea.
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“Currently the tools producing the highest quality 3D textured geometry from photographic images
are less likely to see widespread adoption. They are proprietary, expensive, or closely held. Process
history logs from these tools are also incomplete or non-existent. These attributes make their longterm preservation less likely.”55
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Less than a decade ago, in 2010, the rhetoric used to talk about preservation of digital

models had a worried, verging on hopeless, tone about the longevity of 3D models due to

the close ties they have to the program that created them. This project of evaluating change

over time hinges on the feasibility of the long-term preservation of data related to
photogrammetry.

Photogrammetry is, in fact, quite archive-friendly. All of the information required to

build the photogrammetric model is contained within the well-designed photogrammetric

image set.56 Long-term preservation of images has come quite a long way from the mistakes

of the past. The image set should be saved as a format such as JPEG or TIFF that is not in the
question of continued viability as a format, rather than as the camera RAW file. During the
capture of the image set, it should always be captured using RAW files rather than using

some camera’s ability to write directly to JPEG because the RAW file is the uncompressed
version of the visual information. Not only is it uncompressed, but it also contains a lot of
embedded metadata about the date, exposure, lens, and camera used for capturing this

image. Some of this information is used by programs like Agisoft during camera alignment,

Mark Mudge, Carla Schroer, and et al., “Principles and Practices of Robust, Photography-Based Digital
Imaging Techniques for Museums” (The 11th International Symposium on Virtual Reality, Archaeology
and Cultural Heritage VAST, 2010),
http://culturalheritageimaging.org/What_We_Do/Publications/vast2010/vast2010_tutorial_final_print.
pdf.
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and some of this information is important for archival purposes. Converting a RAW file to

JPEG or TIFF will automatically convert over much of this information into the metadata of

the compressed file. Then, the the only archival duties left in post-processing are indicating
extra information such as who took the picture or if there were unusual circumstances
(weather, lighting difficulties) that happened during the image capture set that may

become relevant in the future. Both JPEG and TIFF files are compressed versions of the

RAW file; as such the RAW files should be included with the archival data but not the only
copy of the images due to these file types not being archive-friendly and not being
guaranteed to continue to open after many years.

Historic New England suggests using TIFF files for archiving purposes because the

TIFF format is perceived to be the most “archivally stable.” It is widely supported amongst
software packages and does minimal compression of the RAW image data.57 The ability to
control the compression and metadata of the entire data set simultaneously is the reason
that all post processing for this thesis was done using Adobe Lightroom, but Adobe

Photoshop and Adobe Bridge are programs that can achieve the same goal. Additionally,
there are freeware versions of photo editing software, such as GNU Image Manipulation
Program (GIMP), that can adjust exposure in the image set but may require additional

plugins to be able to read the RAW outputs from the camera. The metadata of each image

“Photogrammetric Applications for Cultural Heritage (Draft)” (Historic England, 2016),
https://content.historicengland.org.uk/content/docs/guidance/draft-photogrammetric-applicationsfor-cultural-heritage.pdf.
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can be edited with a number of freeware alternatives as well, with these programs being
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capable of reading many types of files.58

For long-term archiving of this data, the set of overlapping, high quality images are the

most important piece. With that, someone in the future can look at exactly what was

studied before by re-processing the photographs. Even if saving the point clouds proved

impossible, this information is still available to them assuming photogrammetric alignment
software still exists. Each photogrammetric software package has its own proprietary file

format for saving intermediary results. The point cloud is one of these intermediary results
and should be treated as intermediary data even though it can be saved as formats that are
cross platform, international standards, such as the ASPRS .las files.

In the case of PhotoScan, their intermediary file is the PhotoScan archive (.psz) files

which contain information that was produced with the model; it references all of the

images, with their keypoints and camera alignment data, the sparse cloud, the dense cloud,

and any additional information that was added by the user such as reference points or scale
bars. This data is intended to be intermediary as it is difficult to share outside of the

intimate group of people creating the model because of the way it links and interfaces with
the image set files which need to accompany the model to open the model properly.

“Comparison of Metadata Editors.” Wikipedia, February 19, 2017.
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Comparison_of_metadata_editors&oldid=766357884.
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The CloudCapture file type does not instill a lot of confidence for its archival
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longevity. It is called the .bin file and can be compared most literally to a bin full of the two,
or more, point clouds — and the settings imposed upon them — saved together in one file
that can be reopened by CloudCompare only.

Data management is of concern due to the volume of data that will accumulate over

this process; this research project produced 78GB of data for the photogrammetric models
and their associated JPEGs. The archive of the RAW image sets added an additional 64GB
themselves. Even though the most important part of archiving photogrammetric data is

archiving properly documented photographs, the number of photographs in each set and
their image size can be quite large. If every set has a couple hundred images, this process

can easily reach thousands of photographs over a several year monitoring period and the
data will add up quickly. Properly labeling, storing, and organizing these images is

necessary to ensure that the data can easily be understood and used in the future. Properly
storing the image files involves saving them in multiple locations, and in the case of

physical drives rather than cloud-based storage, this also means putting the copies in at

least two different locations to protect against the worst-case scenario of damage to one
storage room, such as a flood or a fire.

If an analog backup of the archival information is desired, the image set can be

printed as high quality as possible on acid-free paper with archival ink. Printing the

photographs will likely lower the resolution of the images to the resolution of the ink dots
the printer is capable of. This will affect any subsequent models made from re-digitized

versions of the image set. Any printed versions should be considered emergency backups
and not supersede good digital archival practice. It is better to use current standards of
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best practices for saving data; using a format that isn’t expected to disappear and saving it
in multiple locations, on multiple types of drives, and having a schedule of digital
maintenance to check for data corruption.

Not only are there questions of how to store and preserve the enormous amount of

data that a project like this would accumulate, but there are also questions of presentating
and interfacing with the data.59 3D presentation of data is still new enough to be foreign

and disorienting to some people, and this disorientation can discourage people from

wanting to engage with the information. The future of photogrammetry in cultural heritage
management hinges on the ability for a non-expert practitioner to use the program and
then proceed to effectively communicate the findings and analyses to an unfamiliar

audience. Point clouds can be exported in standard file formats, such as the ASPRS .las file,
uploaded to online point cloud viewers, and shared with clients who can then navigate

around the model. These online viewing platforms often require the geometry of the mesh,
or the point cloud itself, to be decimated to decrease its size to allow it to show more

smoothly on less capable computers. Decimation is loss of resolution. It is counter to the
advancement of photogrammetric software packages to be able to align more and more
images at once, this increasing the size of the point clouds. “Indeed, model sizes are

increasing at faster rate than computer hardware and software advances and this limits the
possibilities for interactive and real-time visualization of detailed reality-based 3D results,

Fabio Remondino, “Heritage Recording and 3D Modeling with Photogrammetry and 3D Scanning,”
Remote Sensing 3, no. 6 (May 30, 2011): 1104–38, doi:10.3390/rs3061104.
http://www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/3/6/1104/htm
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possibly online.”60 At the time of this writing, there is a game of catch up between viewing

the high-resolution results and producing the high-resolution results, but one demands the

other. If photogrammetrically produced point clouds wish to gain ground as a viable digital
communication medium within a public field like preservation, it will need to present
convincingly. These sorts of visuals need to be backed by both analytical process

information and plain language rhetoric to explain the significance of the study.
4.4. Further Questions and Research Propositions

This broader access to image-based 3D documentation has given rise to a new

population of users for this technology. Practitioners other than the traditional

photogrammetrist can utilize these technologies to inform and evaluate their decisions. It
means that those using the tool for documentation do not have to be experts in the tool

itself but can now be experts in what the tool is being used on. Twentieth-century, manual
photogrammetry was limited in its application by the finite amount of people who

understood both architecture, photography, and photogrammetry with time to capture

effective image sets to document a building. A knowledgeable photogrammetrist was not
the only bottleneck to early photogrammetry. The physical availability of, often

proprietary, expensive plotters used to stitch the stereo pairs together limited the quantity
of projects that could be created and the locations in which they could be processed.
Cultural heritage applications previously had to compete for the use of a precious

Fabio Remondino, “Heritage Recording and 3D Modeling with Photogrammetry and 3D Scanning,”
Remote Sensing 3, no. 6 (May 30, 2011): 1104–38, doi:10.3390/rs3061104.
http://www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/3/6/1104/htm
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resources, but today’s abundancy of commercial grade laptops and photography
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equipment provides nearly unlimited availability.

Digital photogrammetry is well established in its traditional application of surveying

and map making, as well; the researchers studying photogrammetry and remote sensing

are forefront experts in the field. Cultural heritage managers and conservators contribute a
different perspective to this established field; how a conservator would use

photogrammetry and the information sought by the tool are likely different. This informed

crossover can inspire a wider application of photogrammetry to different types of projects.
Before photogrammetry was digital, the desire to be able to detect changes was present,
even in mapmaking applications where macroscopic changes such as soil erosion of

riverbanks was studied. The desire to apply this to buildings was there, but often too subtle

or small to be perceived with manual point matching. Today’s digital photogrammetry can
detect these shifts at resolutions previously unfeasible. These two fields can inform each
other on conserving each of their specialized interests.

No longer is a photogrammetrist needed to produce photogrammetric models. In

fact, in the case of monitoring, not even a specialist in preservation may be required.

Maintenance- and monitoring-based photogrammetry raises a lot of questions in the

cultural heritage field. Who, in the process of saving this object, is a good candidate to learn

this tool to monitor for changes? How often should they check? At what scale and how
thorough should each point of comparison be?

Although the technique is relatively simple to acquire and learn, it requires a plan

for execution. A series of discrete choices must be made in the beginning and strictly kept
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to in order for the data sets of the past to stay relevant and comparable to the data sets of

the future. Attempting to bring photogrammetry into the workflow of a real project is the
sort of experimentation that this technique needs to be used on next. It can be achieved
quite easily.

The first step of beginning to plan a photogrammetric monitoring campaign is

evaluating the intended material. What is suspected to happen to this material and where?
How is it connected to other materials, if it is? With a basic knowledge of the typical

degradation the material in goes through, ideally informed by the climate it exists in, a
project can be narrowed down to a few sample areas.

At the scale of a building, these samples could be a meter square or smaller. At the

scale of an object, it may be easier just to try to capture the entire object and make certain
some areas are in very high resolution rather than attempting to crop the object.

It is important to include two types of test areas: areas where change is suspected

and areas that are expected to undergo very minimal change. The second one is for the

same reason that a control was used in this experiment; it is important to establish that the
data capture system is indeed not showing change when there is no change so that any
gradient exposed by CloudCompare can be assumed to be real, physical alteration.

After areas of concern are identified, the next step is to evaluate the constant points.

At least three areas within the scene that, either by being protected from the weather or

made of a different material, is expected to stay constant need to be determined. Once that

stationary area is identified, its resolution must be considered as well. Does it have distinct
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points of the desired GSD size that could be picked by hand in CloudCompare? An image set
with a GSD within the desired range can be ruined by not being able to align the two

completed point clouds to that level of precision. If there are insufficient areas expected to
undergo little change, an external series of correlation points can be added to the scene as
long as their location is easy to replicate in the future.

Sample location choice and ensuring their continued viability for comparison in the

future are top concerns when beginning this process. The camera equipment and amount
of time between image sets can vary to best suit the project as it evolves.

Detecting, measuring, and mapping three-dimensional surface changes over time is

possible with photogrammetry and exceedingly simple. The level of exacting detail desired

is flexible and controllable by the user of the documentation. Close-range Photogrammetry
has a lot to offer the preservation field in the future for understanding and conserving our
built heritage. This tool can be utilized to track and archive a level of surface data that is
more informative and enriched than the photographs utilized previously.
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APPENDICES

A. LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ASPRS: American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing
APS-C sensor: Advanced Photo System type-C “cropped frame”
BIM: Building Information Modeling
CAD: Computer aided design

CSC: compact system camera, accepted term for mirrorless camera bodies.
CMOS sensor: Complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor
DNG: Digital Negative

DSLR: Digital Single-Lens Reflex camera
GSD: Ground Sampling Distance

HABS: Historic American Building Survey

ISPRS: International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing
JPEG: Joint Photographic Experts Group
SFM: Structure from Motion

SIFT: Scale-invariant feature transform
TIFF: Tag Image File Format
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B. EQUIPMENT AND SOFTWARE COSTS

106

The following is a retail value estimate of the camera equipment and software packages

used for this comparative photogrammetry as well as a few equivalent alternatives. This

data is for reference at the time of the completion of this thesis. Both prices and standards
of equipment may be different than what is shown here.
Photography equipment:
Sony a7 Body + 28-70 mm Zoom Lens: $1,199.99

Sony a7 II Body + 28-70 mm Zoom Lens61: $1,998.00

Sony FE 90mm f/2.8 Macro G OSS Lens: $1,098.00
Image post-production software:

Adobe Photoshop: $119 per 1 year subscription bundled with Lightroom
Adobe Lightroom: —

DxO OpticsPro Essential: $129 full license
Photogrammetric software:

Agisoft PhotoScan Professional62: $3499 full license

RealityCapture: $109.99 per 3 month subscription ($439.96 per year equivalent)
Autodesk ReCap Pro: $300 per 1 year subscription
Point cloud comparison software:

CloudCompare: open source, freeware

This camera replaced the camera used in this thesis within Sony’s a-series lineup. It’s retail value is
included for more accurate price comparison because of the markdown on the original a7.

61

62 Of the three photogrammetric softwares listed, only PhotoScan is compatible with Mac OS, which was
used in this thesis.
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C. AGISOFT WORKFLOW

107

The workflow for creating a model in Agisoft Photoscan begins with the set of

photographs. After these have been post-processed for contrast and exposure as needed,

the entire set is loaded into the software. For this thesis the following computer

configurations were used, each of them falling well within the recommended configuration
requirements listed by Agisoft for Agisoft PhotoScan professional version 1.3.1.
MacBook Pro (15-inch, Late 2016) with Mac OS Sierra
With a quad-core 2.7 GHz Intel Core i7 processor
16GB of RAM

MacBook Pro (13-inch, Early 2011) with Mac OS El Capitan
With a dual-core 2.7 GHz Intel Core i7 processor
16GB of RAM

For processing the experiments in Agisoft, the workflow outlined by palaeontologist

Heinrich Mallison was used because his method for optimizing the sparse cloud before
building the dense cloud.63 There are many workflows for Agisoft outlined by different

individuals and agencies, and these workflows do not drastically differ from this one. The

processing begins by loading all the images into the file.

63 Heinrich Mallison, “Photogrammetry Tutorial 11: How to Handle a Project in Agisoft Photoscan,” Dinosaurpalaeo, October 11, 2015. Accessed

https://dinosaurpalaeo.wordpress.com/2015/10/11/photogrammetry-tutorial-11-how-to-handle-a-project-in-agisoft-photoscan/
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Figure C-1 Step one, add photos to Agisoft PhotoScan

Then, the sparse cloud is created. The menu for aligning the images depicted in

Figure C-3 has a few options to carefully consider. These settings will drastically affect the

processing time for the sparse cloud as well as the quality of outputs received at this initial
stage.
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Figure C-2 Step two, align the images with selected parameters

The accuracy setting on Agisoft controls the size at which the source images are

used. Ultra uses the images at full size, while high uses them downscaled to 50%, and it

continues halving the image size. Each incremental down step drastically decreases the

density of the produced model. For most projects, high should be sufficient. If the object is
small and the image set itself is not many images, then the extra processing time ultra

requires and its resulting increase in resolution may be justified. The pair selection option

allows Agisoft to determine which images have absolutely no overlap, or points in common,
during the production of the sparse cloud and can save time in later processing steps by

eliminating these pairs from dense cloud calculations. This feature was left disabled during
this thesis, so whether it affects processing speed and mode accuracy was not researched
and will not be commented on.
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The key point limit defines how many distinct features Agisoft should attempt to
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sample from each image. Higher values tell Agisoft to search for more features, increasing
the processing time but producing higher quality alignments. For the purposes of this

thesis 50,000 key points, was used during processing based on experiments outlined by a
user of the Agisoft public forum.64 The tie point limit sets a limit on the number of points

that tie one image to another; this value has a minimum value of 3 because of the need for
the software to triangulate. All data sets were processed with a tie point limit of 0, or
unlimited, to for higher chances of model accuracy.

The sparse cloud represents only the tie points between each image but should look

like the object it is modeling. After the sparse cloud is created, the next step is to refine the
sparse cloud before building the dense cloud. This step will eliminate any uncertain points

and correct camera location predictions. Under the edit menu, open the “gradual selection”
menu (Figure C-3). First, “Reconstruction uncertainty” is chosen and set to a value of 10.

Running this process causes a lot of the model to turn a pink color, indicating that points

are selected (in the bottom corner of the model viewing window, you can see numerically

how many of the points are selected) using the delete key or the delete option in the menu
bar, remove these points. After this step, the model should look more clearly like the

subject being modeled; if it is noticeably broken at this stage or missing large portions this
is symptomatic of an insufficient photographic data set and it is encouraged to start the
process over with more or better images.

64 “Alignment Experiments.” Agisoft Community Forum, March 14, 2015. http://www.agisoft.com/forum/index.php?topic=3559.0.
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Figure C-3 Step three, begin with “Reconstruction uncertainty” in the gradual selection menu

Figure C-4 Step four, use “optimize cameras” after every deletion of points in steps three, five, and six
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Figure C-5 Step five, select using “reproduction error” in the gradual selection menu second

Figure C-6 Step six, select using “Projection accuracy” last in the gradual selection menu
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Before opening the “gradual selection” menu again, the “Optimize cameras” option

should be selected from the menu (Figure C-4). The menu that shows up is a checklist of

parameters; all should be selected except for the last one. This tells the software to briefly
recalculate the positioning of the cameras given the desired percentage of uncertainty we
established with the previous step. Choose “Gradual Selection” again, and select

“Reprojection Error” from the drop down menu (Figure C-5). Set the parameter for this

error to 1%. After deleting the selected points, “optimize cameras” again exactly as before.

Finally in the “Gradual selection” menu, the “projection accuracy” option is chosen. For this

thesis, the value was set to 12 and the selected points were deleted, then proceeding to run
the “optimize cameras” operation for the final time afterward (Figure C-6).

Figure C-7 Step seven, build the dense cloud from the optimized sparse cloud
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After refinement of the sparse cloud is also a time in which scale can be assigned to

the model; for the purposes of these experiments, they were all scaled after the dense cloud
was built but scaling them earlier has the advantage of revealing that a model is potentially
not good enough before time is wasted building the final step.

With the optimized sparse cloud, the dense cloud is now ready to be built. When

choosing build dense cloud, the choice between ultra and high follows the same logic of
processing time vs. resolution desired that was spoken of previously. The dense cloud

should ideally be rendered at the same precision as the sparse cloud. For this thesis, all
models were processed on High (Figure C-7).

Once the dense cloud is built, it should be visually inspected for accuracy. Any

clearly floating, inaccurate pieces should be removed using manual selection by the lasso
tool. Now the completed dense cloud necessitates scaling by an object of known

measurement within the scene. In my experiments, an L-shaped scale bar with circular
targets was used.

After these points are picked out in a few images, PhotoScan begins to recognize and

predict the location of these markers. For the rest of the photographs in which the scale bar
appears, it is necessary to confirm and adjust the location of the predicted markers. Once
the markers are labeled and in place, a scale can be associated to them.
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Figure C-8 Step eight, create markets based on the scale bar in at least three images

Figure C-9 Step nine, select the markers in pairs and create a scale bar from them
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Figure C-10 Step ten, assign created scale bars a length in the reference panel

Under the workspace panel, a scale bar is created by selecting the two points under

the Markers folder and using the “Add Scale Bar” button. Then, in the reference panel, only
available in the professional edition, the scale bar can be given a distance value. My scale

bar was 83mm, or 0.083m, center to center in the target circles. After the distance value is
entered for the scale bar, the model is updated using the Update button that looks like a

blue recycling symbol, and an accuracy and error value is automatically calculated by the
software.
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D. EXPERIMENT PROCESSING TIMES AND DATA
Processing Times and Model Data
Experiment

Erosion 1 Before*

66

Erosion 1 After*

39

Erosion 1 Before 2*
Erosion 2 Before*
Erosion 2 After*

Erosion 3 Before
Erosion 3 After

Blind Erosion Before
Blind Erosion After
Cracking 1 Before
Cracking 1 After

Cracking 2 Before
Cracking 2 After

Cracking 3 Before*

Cracking 3 After* **

Image
Count

48
73
70
69
62
76
72

n/a
78
80
60
96
61

Blind Cracking Before 76
Blind Cracking After

57

Warping 1 After

93

Warping 1 Before

Warping 2 Before*
Warping 2 After*

Warping 3 Before
Warping 3 After

43
61
58
77
64

Blind Warping Before 75
Blind Warping After

65

* Sample shown in main body of text
** Unusual case for processing time
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Total Processing
Time

Dense point cloud
points

Reprojection error
(pixels)

17 hours 31 minutes 11,477,571

1.8

8 hours 58 minutes

1.68

4 hours 14 minutes

13,068,334

6 hours 4 minutes

9,603,601

9 hours 49 minutes
4 hours 55 minutes
3 hours 43 minutes
5 hours 35 minutes
5 hours 51 minutes
n/a

3 hours 17 minutes
6 hours 31 minutes
7 hours 57 minutes

10,530,064
6,675,580
4,935,106
7,850,306
8,753,241
8,120,910
n/a

10,755,236
16,444,264
8,869,358

10 hours 54 minutes 7,164,024
35 hours 13 minutes 7,925,341
4 hours 28 minutes

7,244,169

2 hours 35 minutes

22,759,970

5 hours 51 minutes
5 hours 42 minutes
3 hours 15 minutes
3 hours 41 minutes
6 hours 7 minutes

4 hours 17 minutes
11 hours 7 minutes
5 hours 49 minutes

7,365,137
9,323,569
7,247,702

7, 846,663

11,240,617
7,318,268
8,849,373
8,240,873

1.46
1.19
1.53
1.16
0.99
0.73

0.844
n/a

1.85
1.08
2.19

0.695
0.788
0.615
0.791
1.2

4.02

0.997
1.15
1.62
1.46

0.962
1.3
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E. GROUND SAMPLE DISTANCE

The Ground Sample Distance (GSD) is a calculation that determines the size in

reality of a pixel in an individual photograph. It is in units of cm/pixel, a length value that
represents the distance between pixel centers on a flat plane perpendicular to the lens.

Figures D-1 through D-4 show a variety of images that could be used in

photogrammetry, and the associated GSD of that singular image. With this calculation, it is
easy to estimate the level of resolution expected by the photogrammetric model created.
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Figure D-1 Full Façade Example
Focal Length: 28mm
Camera to Object Distance: 36.2m

Figure D-2 Partial Façade Example
Focal Length: 28mm
Camera to Object Distance: 18.8m

Figure D-3 Full Sample Example
Focal Length: 65mm
Camera to Object Distance: 1.12m

Figure D-4 Macro Surface Example
Focal Length: 90mm
Camera to Object Distance: 0.79m

GSD: 0.75 cm / pixel
Width of a single image: 45m

GSD: 0.01 cm / pixel
Width of a single image: 1m
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GSD: 0.39 cm / pixel
Width of a single image: 24m

GSD: 0.005 cm / pixel
Width of a single image: 0.31m

